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Background & Justification of the Conference 

 

The 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by the Pakistan military is one of the worst mass atrocities that the world 

witnessed in the 20th century. In nine months, the Pakistani occupation army killed approximately three million people, 

violated over two hundred thousand women, and forced ten million people to cross the border and take shelter in India. 

Unfortunately, the Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history. Pakistan has not yet 

acknowledged the crime or offered a formal apology to Bangladesh despite the world-wide demand by the people of 

Bangladesh and other nationals, including Baloch, Kashmiris who suffered similar atrocities by Pakistan. The Baloch people 

are also being butchered regularly by the Pakistani army. Ethnic minorities in Pakistan are regular victims. Pakistan has to be 

held accountable. Due to lack of international recognition, the history of that horror, the 1971 Bangladesh genocide, has 

faded in today's world. We feel that the 1971 GENOCIDE should be recognised to give justice to the victims of the atrocities 

meted out by the Pakistan Army and its political leadership. It is high time for the world to recognize Bangladesh genocide to 

stop any future genocide in the world and to put an end to the culture of impunity. 

 

 

The Program includes:  

1. Discussion  

2. Screening of the Documentary Film, ‘War Crimes 1971’  

 

Our Special thanks to: Ambassador Mr Christopher A Alexander P.C. and Mr Chris Blackburn 

 

Conference Organising Committee: 

Coordinator: Bikash Chowdhury Barua 

Members: Chris Blackburn, Ansar Ahmed Ullah, Julienne Mai Li Brendel, Khalilur Rahman and Bikash Roy                       

Organized by: European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) & International HR Commission Bangladesh, Geneva  

 

           Designed & Published by: European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) www.ebforum.eu For info: info@ebforum.eu 

http://www.ebforum.eu/
mailto:info@ebforum.eu
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PROGRAM 

Registration & Coffee/Tea (12:00-12:30) 

1st Session (12:30-13:45)   

Ms. Anar Chowdhury, Board member, EBF, Brussels 

Screening of Doc Film – ‘War Crimes 1971’  

Chair- Dr. Mojibur Doftori, Writer, Researcher & HR activist, Finland  

 

Mr. Bikash Chowdhury Barua, President, EBF Netherlands  

Ms Prof Dr. Nuzhat Chowdhury, Member, Genocide victim family, Dhaka, Bangladesh 

Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, Board Member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium- ‘Confronting half a century of 

denial: International acknowledgement of 1971 Bangladesh Genocide’ 

Mr Chris Blackburn, Communications Director, Swiss InterStrategy Group; 'Friend of Bangladesh' Award Recipient, UK - 

‘A lesson from Pakistan: An exploration of modern genocide and continued impunity’ 

Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah, HE the Ambassador of Bangladesh in the Netherlands (with concurrent accreditation to Bosnia & 

Herzegovina and Croatia)      

                                                              Lunch Break : (13:45 – 14:45)  

           2nd Session  (14:45-16:00)     

Chair- Dr. Mojibur Doftori, Writer, Researcher & HR activist, Finland  

 

Mr. Baseer Naveed, Executive Director, International HR Council, Hong Kong (Sindh)-‘Genocide Continued’  
 

Mr. Christopher A. Alexander, PC, former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan & former Minister of Canada                                                                     

 

Mr. Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, Editor, Pashtun Times & Researcher, Germany- ‘Pakistan’s role in the fall of Kabul: The 

re-Talibanization of Afghanistan and Its consequences for regional security’ 

Ms. Khatera Shaghasi, Conflict Studies and Human Rights Graduate, Co-Founder, Afghan-Dutch Diaspora Movement 

AZADI –‘Afghanistan, the wounded heart of Asia’ 

 

Dr. Rayhan Rashid, Board Member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), UK - ‘Roadmap to Recognition: 1971 
Bangladesh Genocide’ 

 

              Q & A Session  (16:00-16:30)   

Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, Board Member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF) – Sum up & Way Forward 

   Socialization & End (16:30-17:00) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen%27s_Privy_Council_for_Canada
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                 SPEAKERS PROFILE 

 
Mr. Christopher A. Alexander, PC is a former diplomat, former minister, corporate director and author. He served as 

Canada's Minister of Citizenship and Immigration from 2013 to 2015 after 18 years in the 

Canadian Foreign Service, where he served as Canada's first resident Ambassador to Afghanistan 

(from 2003 to 2005 and Deputy Special Representative for Political Affairs of the Secretary 

General of the United Nations (2005 to 2009).  Alexander was Member of Parliament for Ajax-

Pickering from 2011 to 2015 and Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of National Defence 

(2011-13). In 2016–17 he was a candidate for the leadership of the Conservative Party of Canada. 

He served for six years in the Canadian embassy in Moscow, including as deputy head of mission. 

In 2011 he published The Long Way Back: Afghanistan’s Quest for Peace (HarperCollins), a look 

back at the first decade of international engagement there which won the Huguenot Society of 

Canada prize. In early 2021, he authored Macdonald-Laurier Institute report on Ending Pakistan’s Proxy War in Afghanistan. 

He has been an outspoken critic of backsliding by democracies, as well as the hybrid warfare now engaged in continuously 

by autocratic states such as China, Russia, Iran and Pakistan in support of proxy campaigns to dominate or subjugate 

neighbouring territories, as well as to undermine coherent policy-making in democratic states. In his view, the roots of this 

failure lie partly in the failure of US and other global policy-makers to prevent the 1971 genocide in Bangladesh, as well as 

the rising tide of state-sponsored terrorism and other threats that have undermined prosperity and security in South Asia and 

the wider world for a half century. 

Mr. M Riaz Hamidullah is currently the Ambassador of Bangladesh in the Netherlands since July 2020 with concurrent 

accreditation to Bosnia & Herzegovina and Croatia as also Permanent Representative to ICJ, ICC, 

OPCW in The Hague. In early career, he served in Bangladesh Permanent Mission to UN (New York) 

(1999-2003) and New Delhi (2003-05). Prior to his posting in the Netherlands, he served as the 

Bangladesh High Commissioner to Sri Lanka for 4 years. During 2005-11, Mr. Hamidullah worked on 

South Asian regional cooperation, including a three and half year stint at SAARC Secretariat 

(Kathmandu) as a Director; dealt inter alia with regional agriculture and rural development, transport 

connectivity, SAARC Development Fund, development of regional projects. He contributed towards 

development/re-organisation of SAARC institutions and processes. In HQs, (2012) he served as 

Director-General (Europe and EU Affairs) in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs when shepherded 

Bangladesh’s entry in ASEM. As Director-General (Multilateral Economic Affairs) (2013-16) inter alia engaged on 

sustainable development, climate change, migration, development finance, multilateral trade, connectivity, water, blue 

economy. Steered Bangladesh's engagement in a range of multilateral processes e.g. Agenda 2030 for Sustainable 

Development. Was a member of the core team during Bangladesh Chairmanship of Global Forum for Migration and 

Development (GFMD): In Bangladesh Foreign Service, for 26 years he served a good part of career in multilateral economic 

diplomacy for Bangladesh.  

Mr. Chris Blackburn is the Communications Director of the Swiss Interstrategy Group based in Zurich, Switzerland. 

Chris started his career in the Middle East and moved his focus to South Asia in 2003. He helped setup 

the US National Intelligence Conference and Exposition (INTELCON) and The Intelligence Summits, 

both major conferences which were part of the United States 9/11 Commission's public outreach 

program in 2005. His investigations into al-Qaeda's political and charity networks have proved 

invaluable to the reduction in the groups impact around the world. He has been a strong supporter of 

democracy and human rights in Bangladesh. He was a recipient of a 'Friend of Bangladesh' award by 

the Bangladesh government in 2010 for his work in counter-terrorism and supporting the need for war 

crimes tribunals. He's worked closely with Channel 4, BBC Panorama, Voice of America and other 

media outlets. He is part of Global Friends of Afghanistan (GFA), a non-profit setup in the United States to help Afghans 

across the world. 
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Prof. Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury is the daughter of martyr Dr AFM Alim Choudhury, an intellectual who was abducted and 

killed in 1971. She is a key member of Projonmo 71, an organisation run by the children of martyrs, 

abducted and killed by the Pakistan army and their local collaborators in the 1971 Genocide in 

Bangladesh. Prof Nuzhat Choudhury is active and vocal to demand international recognition of 1971 

Bangladesh Genocide and trial of those who were responsible for the mass killings and genocide. Her 

husband, Dr Mamun Al Mahtab is also a senior physician and human rights activist. 

 

 

Mr. Abdul Baseer Naweed is an exiled Pakistani human rights activist now livnin in Hong Kong, is a senior journalist, 

columnist and a writer. Currently he is the Executive Director of the International Human Rights 

Council-HK (IHRC-HK). Prior to that he was a senior researcher at Asisan Human Rights 

Commission (AHRC) from March 2006 to 2018. Born on 14 September 1947 Mr. Baseer did M.A. in 

Philosophy from the University of Karachi in 1975. He was the Secretary General of All Pakistan 

Newspapers Confederation, Secretary of Muttehda Labour federation, a confederation of 35 trade 

unions in Pakistan. His son was assassinated in Pakistan in 2004 by the military government of 

General Musharaf to punish him for struggling to settle more than 300,000 displaced and directly 

affected people of the, Lyari Expressway, Karachi. Mr. Baseer was arrested and deported from 

Thailand for attending an international conference on genocide in Balochistan in 2016.  He supported the Bengalis movement 

in 1970 and was arrested and deported from Thailand for attending an international conference on genocide in Balochistan in 

2016. Mr Baseer got international awards on his contribution to the human rights movement such as: ASHOKA fellow 

Award, Washington D.C. in 2003, COHRE Switzerland Award for Housing rights defender award in 2008 and G.M. Syed 

Award UK for human rights defenders in 2017.  

Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin is a Member, Board of Trustee, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium. He is an 

expert on International Law and also Director for Centre for Bangladesh Genocide Studies in Belgium, 

studied law in Bangladesh. A human rights activist Dr Ziauddin writes regularly for the leading daily 

newspapers in Bangladesh and is interviewed by the BBC, Voice of America on crisis/issues 

concerning Bangladesh. His particular interests are international justice, human rights, democracy, 

transnational societies, remittance, migration and development.  

 

 

Dr. Rayhand Rashid is Member, Board of Trustees of the UK-based organization, International Crimes Strategy Forum 

(ICSF), an independent global network of experts, justice advocates and organisations committed to end 

impunity for international crimes, ensure justice for the victims of these crimes, and uphold rule of law 

and human rights. Coming from a law and human rights background, Dr Rashid contributes his expertise 

in leading the research, documentation, and advocacy projects at the International Crimes Strategy 

Forum (ICSF), which he founded in 2009. Having obtained his Doctorate in Socio-Legal studies from 

the University of Oxford, UK he has taught law at the University of Bristol and University of 

Buckingham, in addition to serving as an independent Consultant.  

 

Ms. Khatera Shaghasi, is a Conflict Studies and Human Rights Graduate is the Co-Founder of Afghan-Dutch  Diaspora 

Movement AZADI in the Netherlands. 
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Mr. Aurang Zeb Khan is a young Pashtun's activist and adherent to Bacha Khan's non-violent struggle. Mr. Khan 

belongs to the Pashtun belt inside Pakistan. He is an international student in Germany, studies politics 

and does research on the Pashtun's conflicts. Mr. Khan is the founder of PTM Europe. Since 2015, 

Mr. Khan runs an online news outlet called the Pashtun Times which has become a voice for the 

voiceless Pashtuns in Pakistan and beyond. He lives in Germany. 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Mojibur Doftori in his 20+ years of professional career, worked at academic research institutes i.e. University of 

Helsinki and University of Tampere (Finland); University of Roskilde (Denmark); PEN Finland 

(board member & chair, Writers at Risk Committee & Writers for Peace Committee); Humanist 

Association of Finland (board member); PEN International (London, United Kingdom, Researcher); 

Peace Union of Finland (project officer) and Writer (Massive Career Success: How to Create the Life 

of Your Dreams! published by Powerhouse Publications, Oxford, UK in September 2019) and Public 

Speaker. He served as a researcher of PEN International Secretariat in London in 2018 giving expert 

support to its research work on Asia-Pacific case-list, its Asian civil society program and protection 

work with International Cities of Refuge Network (ICORN).  

 

Mr Bikash Chowdhury Barua is the President of EBF Netherland and founding Chair of BASUG- Diaspora and 

Development (www.basug.eu), a diaspora organisation registered in the Netherlands, Germany and 

Bangladesh. He did Bachelor of Arts with Honours (BA Honours) and Masters of Arts (MA) in English 

literature and language, started his career as a journalist and worked with The Bangladesh Times, Press 

Institute of Bangladesh in Dhaka, Daily Life, Inter Press Service (IPS) in Amsterdam and later worked 

with Novib (now Oxfam-Novib) and Swiss organisation HEKS in early 90s as Consultant on 

Bangladesh. He also worked with the Royal Mail Netherlands as head of the Office of Exchange 

department for 18 consecutive years. Mr. Chowdhury has extensive expertise on migration and 

development issues and is a member of the International Steering Committee of the Global Forum on Migration and 

Development (GFMD) Civil Society. He is also one of the founding Directors of the Global Academy on Migration and 

Development (GAMD https://www.globalacademymnd.org). Author of three published books Mr Chowdhury writes a 

regular weekly column in a daily newspaper in Bangladesh. Two books are awaiting publication in February 2022 from 

Bangladesh. 

 

Ms. Anar Chowdhury is the Board Member of EBF, did her Post Graduation (M.A.) degree from the University of Dhaka in 

Political Science and later Post Graduation degree (M.A.) from the Vrije Universiteit Brussels in 

Industrial Location & Development. A devout social and cultural activist, Ms. Anar is also the 

Commonwealth Liaison Coordinator at the British & Commonwealth Women's Club, Board member of 

the Bharatiya Samaj and Vice-President of (Vrije University Belgium) VUB-Bangladeshi Alumni 

Association, Brussels. She also looks after the interest of Secular Forum in Belgium. She has been living 

in Belgium for over 40 years. 

 

 

 

http://www.basug.eu/
https://www.globalacademymnd.org/
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                                                              THE REPORT 

The Hague Conference on the ‘International Recognition of Bangladesh Genocide in 1971’on Tuesday 30 

November 2021 urged upon the international community to recognise the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed 

by Pakistan and put pressure on the Pakistan government to offer unconditional apology to Bangladeshi people for 

the crime committed against humanity during the 9-month long bloody liberation war in Bangladesh.  

The conference was organized by the Europe-based Bangladeshi diaspora organisation, European Bangladesh 

Forum (EBF) in collaboration with Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh at ‘Nieuwspoort’, the 

Internationaal Perscentrum (attached to the Dutch Parliament building) in the Hague, the Netherlands. The Hague 

conference was the follow-up of the Geneva conference held on the same issue  on 30 September 2021 at the Geneva 

Press Club in Switzerland. A documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 1971’was screened at the start of the conference. 

It may be recalled that in 1971 Pakistan military and their local collaborators committed one of the worst mass 

atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century. The Pakistani occupation army in 9 months killed 

approximately 3 million people, violated over two hundred thousand girls and women and forced 10 million people 

to cross the border and take 

shelter in India. This number of 

people killed by the Pakistani 

Army is the highest in the world 

in such a short period of time. The 

1971 Genocide by the Pakistan 

Army is well documented and 

reported in the international 

media and also in the diplomatic 

correspondences during that 

period.  

Speakers in the conference 

opined that the international 

recognition of any crime against 

humanity, in this case here 

Bangladesh is of immense 

importance and absolute 

necessity to show respect and honour to the three millions victims and their family members by recognising the 

1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. Recognition of Genocide is essential to create a world free from violation of human 

rights and for the the safety of our next generation across the world. Because, they argued, if the world community 

don’t recognize a crime as a crime, they keep the door open for that crime to happen in the future and that is exactly 

what is happening today in Pakistan in Baluchistan, Afghanistan and other parts of the region. Unfortunately, 

Bangladesh GENOCIDE has today become a forgotten chapter in the history and we know the common phrase, 

‘Justice delayed, justice denied’. 

The conference mentioned that the ‘starting point for Bangladesh would be to get the 1971 Genocide officially 

recognised by the Bangladesh Constitution itself. Not a Parliamentary resolution, not a government notice, not just 

a National Day for it, not a reference to it in the Proclamation of Independence. A specific acknowledgement of 

genocide in the main body of the constitution is needed. 
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A number of experts of international reputation working on ‘Genocide’ issue from U.K., Hong Kong, Netherlands, 

Belgium, Finland, Canada and Bangladesh took part in the discussion. Besides, speakers from different ethnic 

groups including the Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun also spoke on the occasion. The speakers included former 

Canadian Ambassador to Afghanistan & former Minister of Canada Mr. Christopher A. Alexander PC, Bangladesh 

Ambassador to the Netherlands Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah, member of a Genocide victim family from Bangladesh 

Prof Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury, Trustee Board member of International Crimes Strategy Forum, Belgium Dr. Ahmed 

Ziauddin, Board, Communications Director, Swiss InterStrategy Group & 'Friend of Bangladesh' Award Recipient, 

UK Mr Chris Blackburn , Executive Director, International Human Rights Council, Hong Kong (Sindh) Mr. Baseer 

Naveed, Editor of Pashtun Times & Researcher, Germany, Mr. Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, Ms. Khatera Shaghasi, 

Conflict Studies and Human Rights Graduate, Co-Founder, Afghan-Dutch Diaspora Movement AZADI, 

Netherlands, Truste Board member, International Crimes Strategy Forum UK Dr. Rayhan Rashid and President of 

EBF Netherlands Mr. Bikash Chowdhury Barua. Dr. Mojibur Doftori, writer, senior researcher & HR activist from 

Finland facilitated the two separate sessions while Ms. Anar Chowdhury, Board member of EBF gave the welcome 

speech.  

Speaking on the day from Canada via on-line former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan & former Minister 

of Canada Mr. Christopher A. Alexander, PC said, ‘1971 was not just a tragedy for Bangladesh. It led the 

Pakistani army, in particular the ISI to refocus its effort away from conventional warfare and towards irregular war, 

the support of extremism, the  state sponsorship of terror which we have seen in almost every part of the world. 

There is no other alternative than to sanction those in Pakistan who are responsible for this policy and to start 

bringing the ISI and its enablers inside and outside Pakistan to account. 

Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands Mr. M Riaz Hamidullah in his speech underscored the need for 

‘populating public space’ with creativity, imagination and strategisation in order to create ‘opinion building’or 

public awareness on Genonide. In this regard he mentioned about what he termed ‘most striking poster’which read 

‘When Buddha Looks Away’ showing a Rohingya woman carrying her child on her lap. Nothing could be more 

poignant like that said the Bangladeshi diplomat adding, ‘we should ask the question to ourselves why after 50 years 

of Bangladesh Genocide, there are so minimal in English or in public domain fiction-writing, why are there not 

sufficient journal articles?’  
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Communications Director of Swiss InterStrategy Group & 'Friend of Bangladesh' Award Recipient Mr Chris 

Blackburn while addressing the conference said, ‘we can’t rest on our laurels, the issue of recognition for the 

genocide of 1971 is very important. We know that this issue has been fought over and sabotaged. Pakistan needs to 

apologise. As activists we need to keep having meetings like these. We need to keep informing people about 1971. 

We need to consolidate and make new friendships with like-minded people, Afghans, Baloch and Hazaras 

especially.’  

Professor Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury, a member of the 1971 Genocide victim family in a video msessage sent from 

Dhaka said, what the Pakistani army did with us in Bangladesh, they are now doing the same in Baluchistan. She 

added, Pakistan has become the credal of terrorists, they helped the Taliban to develop. Pakistan is causing terrorism 

not in its own country, but it is spreading terrorism across the region particularly its Secret service ISI are still 

causing disruption in Bangladesh in the name of religion and they are continuing to do so in the west as well. 

Mr. Aurangzeb Khan Zalmay in his presentation was highly critical of the Pakistan army saying, an army defends 

the country but in Pakistan army defines and runs the country and Pakistan means military. Every country has an 

army but in Pakistan the army has a country and understanding Pakistan army is very important. 

Ms. Khetara Shaghasi said, for Pakistan the most important thing was to install a government in Afghanistan that 

would serve Pakistan’s interest and most importantly which would not make too much of an issue about the border. 

Of course, the war in Afghanistan didn’t end it got even messier with the civil war, millions of afghans died, millions 

became refugees and out of this chaos Pakistan supported the new group Taliban that we know today to get them 

into power and to serve their interests. 

Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin said, we need to recognize not only the Bangladesh genocide but also other genocides as 

well. Genocides do not really happen accidentally or overnight, genocide has different stages and there are early 

warnings to such situation.  
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Dr. Rayhan Rashid who joined the conference on line from London said, ‘Bangladesh’s genocide recognition 

issue needs to be an active and integral component of the country’s foreign policy from now on. He added, ‘we 

are often faced with the dilemma whether recognition of genocide is a legal or a political question. And this is 

where we need to focus our 

efforts. Because, 

parliaments, in this respect, 

are in a very unique 

position. Because they 

operate at the intersection 

of law and politics. So 

perhaps it is no 

coincidence that 

campaigners and activists 

have often focussed their 

efforts on the national 

parliaments for official 

recognition of different 

genocides. This is why we 

must first focus our efforts on the parliaments, as the movement for recognition of Bangladesh genocide needs its 

allies in the parliaments of the world.’ He also suggested that a) State investment in research, education, and 

dissemination on 1971 genocide is a must; b) Government Incentivisation of initiatives from the civil society in 

the area - is a must; and c) Active engagement with the BBangladesh civil society and support from the 

government - is a must 

PARTICIPANTS: Despite the rising number of Covid cases in the Netherlands and across Europe and the lasted 

restrictions imposed by the Dutch government and the program being on a working day, a total of 51 participants 

took part in the conference. At least 12 international students studying in different universities in the Netherlands 

including the Leiden University and Nimegen University took part in the conference. Members of the Dutch, 

Surinamese and Argentine community as well as Bangladeshi community in the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium 

and Switzerland were present on the day. Besides, there were representatives from the Dutch NGOs and other 

institutions.  

A Documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 1971’ was screened at the start of the conference. The conference was 

live telecast by the London-based British Bangla News channel.  

 

The full Program can be seen at the following links of the London-based TV channel, British Bangla News: 

Video Link for 1st of the Program: https://www.facebook.com/Britishbanglanews/videos/international-hague-

conference-on-recognition-of-1971-bangladesh-genocide/1249558168864824/  

Video Link for 2nd session of theProgram: https://youtu.be/oK6L3J27l6M 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Britishbanglanews/videos/international-hague-conference-on-recognition-of-1971-bangladesh-genocide/1249558168864824/
https://www.facebook.com/Britishbanglanews/videos/international-hague-conference-on-recognition-of-1971-bangladesh-genocide/1249558168864824/
https://youtu.be/oK6L3J27l6M
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                                1971 Genocide At A Glance (by Asif Munir) 

 3 million: Estimated number of Bengalis killed during the liberation war  

 100,000 – 200,000: Number of Bengalis killed in ‘Operation Searchlight’   

 10,000: Number of Bengalis, mostly of Hindu community, killed around the largest killing field in 

Chuknagar, Khulna district  

 20,000 – 25,000: Number of people killed and buried at Jalladkhana in Dhaka, one of the largest killing 

field in the country  

 200,000 - 400,000: Number of Bengali women raped by the Pakistani army and its collaborators during the 

course of the war 

 5000: Number of war babies born and mostly adopted by Christian missionaries around the world  

 10 million: Number of Bengali refugees who fled to India 

 30 - 40 million: Number of Bengalis internally displaced 

 1,000: Approximate number of Bengali intellectuals and professional killed by Pakistani army and 

collaborators to create an intellectual vacuum for the future. Out of that, more than 200 intellectuals abducted, 

tortured and killed in the 2 weeks of December, based on a hit list of Pakistan army general 

 80,000: Number of troops of the Pakistan Army involved in the Genocide, equipped with heavy artillery, 

arms and ammunition 

 75,000: Approximate number of the members of the different para-military forces involved in the genocide, 

formed with local Bengali collaborators of the Pakistan Army 

 175,000: Number of liberation fighters with limited arms and ammunition, a combination of troops loyal 

to the then East Pakistan (Bangladesh) and guerrilla forces  

 250,000: Number of Indian troops who joined to support Bangladesh in November 1971 
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  CONFERENCE 

 

The discussion started with the opening remarks by the facilitator of the day Dr. Mojibur Doftori. He said, the 

term ‘genocide’ was first coined by Rafael Lemkin during World War II. Over the history for thousands of years 

the world faced many genocides, but the term was not invented earlier. Wars, massacrers, one sided killings and 
mass extermination took place over the history, but Bangladesh genocide is one of the worst genocides of the 20th 

century. The United Nations introduced genocide convention in 1948 and it uses the term to indicate destruction of 

a national, ethnical, racial or religious group coordinated and planned way.   

It took place in Bangladesh in 1971. I would like to emphasize here that there are many noted speakers present here 

who will speak in this event, but I would like to add my perspective in short. 

Since 20th century we have been seeing the development of a rules-based 

international institutions and system which emerged based on the magna 
carta of 1215. It is over 805 years ago that people got equal rights. According 

to Habeas Corpus, an individual cannot be detained unlawfully without 

following a legal procedure. Based on this spirit and principle, we saw the 
adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 and the 

Genocide Convention of 1948. Even though there were international rules, 

principles and laws were in place, but Bangladesh genocide took place.  

Pakistan committed the genocide in Bangladesh in 1971 and it continues to 

suppress its own ethnic linguistic minorities. It is with Pakistan’s direct 

support; Taliban came to power in Afghanistan in August this year. Taliban’s motto is to destroy rule of law, the 

nation state and the idea of the rules-based society. It is high time, ladies and gentlemen, for the world to recognize 
Bangladesh genocide to stop any future genocide in the world. To put an end to the culture of impunity, it is high 

time for world community to recognize Bangladesh genocide of 1971, Dr Doftorin added.  

Ms. Anar Chowdhury in her welcome speech said, I on behalf of European Bangladesh Forum welcome you all 

to this program which is being held on a very important issue, Genocide, which concerns not only Bangladesh but 

the whole world today. Perhaps not many of you are aware of the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. Bangladesh was 

born on 16 December 1971 after the 9 month long bloody war with the occupied Pakistan army. It was the Pakistan 
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army who committed crime against humanity in the name of religion, and killed 3 million innocent Bangladeshi 
people, violated over 200 thousand women and girls and forced over 10 million people to cross the border and take 

shelter in the neighboring country India.  

The 1971 genocide is one of the cruelest crimes against humanity in the world. Pakistan has not yet expressed 

apologies to Bangladesh for the crime they had committed 50 years ago. The victims deserve justice but the world 
is silent. That is why we are here today to make noise, demanding international recognition of the 1971 genocide 

in Bangladesh. We would like to spread awareness about the sufferings of the victims but also the sustenance of 

justice, law and order by holding the perpetrators of genocide to account. Whether that be in Bangladesh or 
elsewhere in the past and what is happening around the world in the present. We stand together for peace and 

harmony, we stand together for equity and justice. For all those in power and have power we urge you to stand with 

us and help our cause.   

Mr. Bikash Chowdhury Barua said, we are organizing this conference at a very odd time when we all are 

passing through a difficult time due to Covid but we thought that we should not stop because we have to live with 

it and we cannot expect that it will end in 
a month or 3 months, so we need to do, 

what we ought to do. The issue that we 

will be discussing today is very close to 
my heart, to our hearts. I was a young kid 

that time in 1971 and I saw with my own 

eyes the atrocity, the cruelty of the 

occupied Pakistani soldiers. I was born 
and brought up in the city. My father sent 

me to village home for safety and later 

after a couple of moths my mother and my 
father joined me in the village home and 

our village was a hub of the freedom 

fighters; my cousin brother was a freedom 
fighter, my uncle was a freedom fighter, 

uncle of my wife was an active freedom 

fighter. So I saw the war very closely. One 

morning a convoy of Pakistan army arrived in our village home, it was around 11 a.m. and my village was 22 
kilometer from the city and 30 km away from the cantonment. The Pakistan army stopped in front of our village 

home which is very large in I form. I still remember I fled through the back door, crossed the pond and hid under 

the paddy field with my father and after a few second, I saw my whole house was burning. So that is one eye 
witness. I cannot forget those moments and the experiences that I had gone through during that period. At one stage 

the Pakistan army, Pakistan government, when the liberation war was going on, asked the people who didn’t join 

government jobs, (my father was an government employee) to join otherwise they would be in trouble. My father 

was a very honest and hardworking man and he didn’t have enough money to feed us. So, he had to return to the 
city to join his job. There is a bridge, which connects the city with the southern part of Chittagong district. At tha 

point the train was stopped, we were forced to get down, lined up and the Pakistan army came and from that line 

they just chose some people who they thought that they were either with the freedom fighters or they were 
supporting them. My father was very lean and thin, so they thought that he could not be a freedom fighter and I was 

more skinny. So we escaped and you can’t imagine this frightening moment that I had in my mind that time, that 

still haunts me. You can’t imagine if you don’t go through this sort of experiences. There are many stories like this 
and our General Secretary, he  was supposed to be here, he wanted to share his experience of seeing death from a 

very close distance but unfortunately he got positive Covid test result. Hence he couldn’t  join but he requested me 

to share his experience with you.  

The atrocities in 1971 started on 25th of March night and he was living in Dhaka city, at Ramna Kali Mandir, in the 
heart of the capital and on 27th night the Pakistan army came and people ran out of fear and they (Pakistan army) 
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lined up the people there and segregated men and women and killed the men. He was at that time hiding in a sort 
cave with his father. This is how it all started in the name of Operation Searchlight. He requested me to share this 

as we have some distinguished speakers today who are working on this issue. He deplored that none of them 

mentioned this massacre of Ramna Kali Mandir in any international forums like this. He requested them to raise 

this issue in different forums.  

Professor Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury in a video recorded message from Dhaka, capital of Bangladesh said, My 

father Dr. Alim Chowdhury was an optholmologist. He was killed in 1971 during our liberation war by the 
collaborators of the Pakistan army. He was picked up from his home on the 15th of December 1971 near the end of 

the war during the intellectual killing of Bangladesh which took place in December 1971. So, I am anticipating with 

you here as a member of the victims’ families of Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by the Pakistan army and 

their collaborators.  

I had hoped to join you in person but 

unfortunately, I could not. But it is very 

important that I manage to spread my 
side of the story to you. In the last 50 

years the victims voice has rarely 

reached the international community. It 
has always been the perpetrators voice 

especially in case of Bangladesh 

genocide, the Pakistani voice, their 

Generals’ voice, and the voice of those 
who collaborated with them that were 

the loudest and you only got to hear that 

side of the story whenever we asked for 
recognition of the genocide. Whenever 

we asked for trial of the perpetrators, we faced many obstacles, we are always told - why after so many years do we 

need to go back and do these things. Why create divisions among your own people. We are also targeted and pointed 
out like that these are politically biased people and they are creating a division. During that 9-month Pakistan army 

and their collaborators killed 3 million innocent Bengalis. They raped 200 thousand women, 10 million people had 

to flee their home and live in the neighboring Indian states of West Bengal, Tripura, Assam, Manipur, they took 

refuge there just to survive.  

She continued, it has been 5 decades, on the 16th of December we will be celebrating the 50 years of Bangladesh 

independence with pride and joy but at the same time we will be facing again the reality that Bangladesh genocide 

is to you and to the greater international community a forgotten genocide. I don’t know why but the international 
community at large choose to look the other way during the 9 months. During our liberation war America and China 

supported Pakistan, the West supported Pakistan, the Middle Eastern Islamic countries supported Pakistan, only 

Russia and India supported Bangladesh. But we managed to liberate ourselves and it has been now 50 years. My 

father along with 3 million people and 200 thousand raped women never had recognition from the international 

community, never had the acknowledgement that this atrocity had happened to them.  

The international community still questions the number of people killed. Nobody questions the 6 million Jews that 

were killed. We all agreed on it and we all are sympathic and empathic and we want justice, the world wanted 
justice and they got it. Never had the acknowledgement that this crime happened to them. They never had the closure 

but the recognition of many crimes, particularly genocide is needed more to ensure the safety of our children in the 

whole world. Because if you don’t recognize a crime as a crime, you keep the door open for that crime to happen 

in the future and that is exactly what is happening in Pakistan today in Baluchistan.  
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Pakistani army what they did to us in Bangladesh they are doing the same thing in Baluchistan and again the 
international community chooses to look the other way. Pakistan has become the credal of terrorists, the credal of 

all terrorist organizations. They produce terrorists and they developed Taliban, they help to develop Taliban they 

are the main backers of the Taliban. Pakistan is causing terrorism not in its own country, but it is spreading 

terrorism across the region particularly its secret service ISI across the region. they are still causing disruption in 
Bangladesh, and they continue 

to fund terrorists who cause 

mayhem in the name of 
religion and their continuing to 

do so in the west aswell.  

This is what happens if you 
don’t try the perpetrators of a 

crime and if they got free this 

is what they will do they will 

keep on doing the same crime 
somewhere else. so the reason 

why a crime should be 

punished, the reason why a 
genocide  should be recognized 

and the criminals should be 

brought to trial and the justice must be served and the perpetrator must be held accountable for their crime, so that 
in the future such crimes do not repeat itself on some other innocent victim. So we need to look into Bangladesh 

genocide we need to bring those perpetrator into trail, the Pakistani Generals and civil officials who were responsible 

for this crime. This is something that the global community should look into very closely. This conference is being 

held in the city of Justice and I hope my words will touch some part of your heart. I speak on behalf of the silent 
families who don’t have be means to reach out to you. Please recognize Bangladesh government government in its 

efforts to try the criminals, but important to us iis the recognition of Bangladesh Genocide by you. Please recognize 

the crime that Pakistan committed against us,  please help us to force Pakistan to apologise for what they have done, 

to say ‘sorry’, to promise never to repeat such crime on any nation.  

Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin said, after Dr Nuzhat Choudhury’s statements and her experiences and appeal, there are 

much less to say about 1971. We really don’t have any additional argument that the importance of recognizing 
Bangladesh genocide. The reason that we need to recognize not only the Bangladesh genocide but also other 

genocides are as follows: You know the genocides don’t not really happen accidentally, genocide has different 

stage. There are early warnings. Genocide does not take overnight. There is a planning going on, it has to cross at 
least 10 different stages it has to go through before a situation could be categorized as a genocide. So there are 

preparations going on by the perpetrators and one of them is for example, to create an environment, to create a 

condition where future victims are classified as ‘others’, not one of us. This is precisely what happened in 1971 in 

Pakistan, because Bengalis were not regarded as enough Pakistanis as far as they are concerned. That’s the first step 
on way to genocide and I think there are other nations and their representatives are here and they will find out 

exactly at what stage their genocide is currently now. Another stage that has to pass through is symbolization, you 

can say, it is hatred and without hatred there has never been in the history of the world a crime like genocide. So, 
hate has to be always there, so we have to teach people to hate and that has happened in European experiences, in 

African experiences, in our case as well. Whenever there is a genocide, it’s based on hate and the perpetrators have 

to promote hate.  

Another important issue is discrimination. One can say discrimination is happening now in different parts of the 

world, in the same society between the groups, between men and women. You know there are lots of 

discriminations. Discrimination is something that one has to be very careful about and watch carefully, because at 

some stage active discrimination, legal discrimination could lead to situations like genocide if not the whole, full 
genocide. The other point is also important, you have to dehumanize the victims. If you think what are these people 
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thinking about there are good examples about holocaust. They will kill and then they have their family members 
they marry, they love their children, but then at the same time they are killing another group of people which they 

don’t consider as human and that is what happened in Bangladesh too.  

Then there has to be another important ingredient. Organization- without any organization, there is no random 

genocide. Genocides don’t happen like that. There is a major organization behind work, funding, investment and a 
lot of things go on before a situation turns to a genocide. There are a number of other stages. I don’t know if it will 

be possible to talk about all the aspects of genocide, but one important bit for Bangladesh now is to address the 

denial. Because the perpetrators always deny what happened. Other speakers said that Pakistan has to accept it. 
Pakistan probably will never accept in my view. Because they don’t consider what happened in 1971 as anything 

but at best some wrong done by some people as a part of their law and order challenge and as a mission and they 

deny flatly that they had an intend to kill people. They did it in the name of law or in the name of discipline or 
peace. So you know that’s one aspect of that’s has to be kept in our mind if we really like to work on getting 

recognition for Bangladesh genocide. It has been 50 years now. even if I am brutally honest there are even discussion 

within Bangladesh, whether what had happened was a genocide or not. There are denials and that we see on a daily 

basis.  

What do we do? Personal responsibility is one thing if we really like Bangladesh genocide to be recognized by the 

world. We all have to take our own bit of responsibility and we not only Bangladeshis but the people of the world 

because 
genocide is not 

a crime against 

a specific 
country or a 

group of 

people, 

because that 
dehumanizes 

all humanity 

and that’s why 
you have in the 

international 

law. It’s the 

humanity that 
suffers. So 

each and every 

soul of the 
world has to 

speak out in favor of not only Bangladesh genocide but wherever this sort of genocide is happening. It has to begin 

at home. That is very important because still in our society in Bangladesh we don’t talk about 1971. It’s not a dinner-
table conversation. Only the sufferers like Dr Nuzhat know the pain. The rest of the people, they know what 

happened but they don’t not really or might not feel that way. It is very important that for the children because this 

campaign is inter-generational campaign and it cannot be done by one generation. So the future generations of 

Bangladeshis living at home or abroad have to own it, they have to pick it up and move forward. 

Mr. Chris Blackburn said it’s been a long road for all of us. We should all be proud of Bangladesh and how far 

it has come. There are many like the Former Secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-Moon, that have 
fallen in love with the spirit of the Bangladeshi nation and people. Bangladesh has often been referred to as, “the 

little engine that could”. A far cry from the horrible moniker that Henry Kissinger gave it in the 1970s.   

I would like to look at success and problems we have experienced over the years. I also want to focus on 4 themes 

which we must look at while moving forward. Attacks on women, genocide denial, attacks on Hindus and attacks 
on civilians. It’s important to be able to use highly focussed themes to help us raise awareness for victims. These 
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features are very important to how Bangladesh processes the war crimes issues and how it is brought to the 

international community.     

There have been rocky moments. But we should all be proud of the work we have done. I remember long ago when 

a US think tank said nobody in Bangladesh wants war crimes tribunals apart from a handful of old communists with 

axes to grind. They were wrong. We were right. Social history is important, as is justice. Historians and activists 
need to be able to keep history alive for future prosperity. Bangladesh has sometimes suffered mainly due to a lack 

of resources to keep the Spirit of Liberation alive. That’s changed.  

Why is it important to recognise the genocide? 

In 2013, when the Shahbagh movement grew across the world. We knew that a generation of Bangladeshis wanted 

justice and accountability. It wasn’t just a handful of spiteful leftists and communists settling old scores. Hundreds 

of thousands of men, women 
and children took to the streets 

asking for justice for their 

relatives and friends that had 
been directly affected by the 

horrendous actions of the 

Pakistani army and their 

proxies.   

Pakistan continues to flaunt 

international laws. The lack of 

accountability for the death 
squads they created and the 

systematic brutality of their 

armour and infantry has made 
it invincible. Bangladeshis 

were the first major victims of 

Pakistan’s use of jihadi 
radicals. That dangerous 

trend, consolidated in 1971, 

has become a global horror story.  

The Taliban and al-Qaeda were used as a tool by the ISI. We know the ISI was funding al-Qaeda charities. We 
know former ISI directors and war criminals of 1971 were in control of these charities. In 2005, Muslim Aid UK 

threatened me with legal action. I stood my ground. I told the truth about their network and political ties in the 

United Kingdom, North America, and South Asia. Jamaat figures had managed to position themselves as the main 

channel for Muslim and British government dialogue. They also tried to replicate their effort in North America.  

We must learn from our mistakes too, so we can carry the torch to the next generation. If we rest on our laurels, we 

will find that future generations will also be suffering from the impunity that Pakistan enjoys. Afghans and Pakistani 

minorities are still suffering today.  

How can we live in a world where people turn their eyes and ears away from crimes against humanity? It’s a dagger 

in the heart for the victims of 1971. Victims of Pakistan’s brutality continue to suffer because of a lack of 

accountability and justice. They aren’t being punished for their behaviour. Pakistan is in a permanent state of chaos 

and instability. 

“Let sleeping dogs lie” was one of the arguments I heard against Bangladesh’s war crime tribunals. In 2010, I was 

dismayed to see that Hillary Clinton’s people worked with lobbyists working for Jamaat-i-Islami in the United 
States and Europe. The US State Department briefed the lobbyists that Jamaat had zero ties to terrorism. This was 

simply untrue. 
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Thanks, to former Pakistani Ambassador to the United States, Husain Haqqani, and Indian, French experts they 
exposed Jamaat’s long time contract with Pakistan’s ISI to cause trouble throughout the Muslim world. My friend, 

the late Syed Saleem Shahzad, a famous Pakistani journalist was murdered by the ISI for exposing these ties shortly 

after US Navy Seals raided the home of Osama bin Laden in the garrison town of Abbottabad, Pakistan. Shahzad 

and Haqqani had both been under the spell of Mawdudi while young, fiery students. But they both became 

disillusioned with Jamaat’s bullying and detrimental effect on Pakistan’s development as they matured into men.  

Bangladeshi activists deserve great credit for pressurising Pakistan figures to acknowledge their brutality against 

their Muslim and Hindu brothers. Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan was the first main figure to argue for 
Pakistan to officially apologise for the genocide of 1971. However, over the years Imran “Taliban” Khan as he is 

now dubbed by the media. Has become something of a loose cannon. His recent comments about the Taliban freeing 

Afghans from the “shackles of slavery” has shown his true colours to the world. The PTI did suck out the urban 
support from Jamaat-i-Islami which was good. However, PTI’s Islamist lite and ultranationalism are turning out to 

be just as bad. They are emboldening Pakistan’s security apparatus. The PTI are allowing the military to tighten 

their grip on the mechanisms of power.  

Attacks on Women 

Birangona were systematically raped with numbers of up to 200-400,000 affected during the Liberation War. Aid 

agencies set up abortion centres to deal with unwanted pregnancies. Bina D’Costa and others have documented the 
abuses carried out by the Pakistani army and their auxiliaries. The International Planned Parenthood Federation 

(IPPF) and the United Nations combined to help perform late-term abortions in Bangladesh after the war ended. 

In an interview with researchers, Dr Geoffrey Davis of the IPPF said: 

“...Probably the numbers [200-400,000] are very conservative compared with what they did. The descriptions of 
how they captured towns were very interesting. They’d keep the infantry back and put artillery ahead and they 

would shell the hospitals and schools. And that caused absolute chaos in the town. And then the infantry would go 

in and begin to segregate the women. Apart from little children, all those who were sexually matured would be 
segregated. And then the women would be put in the compound under guard and made available to the troops...Some 

of the stories they told were appalling. Being raped again and again and again. A lot of them died in those [rape] 

camps. There was an air of disbelief about the whole thing. Nobody could credit that it really happened! But the 

evidence clearly showed that it did happen.”   

There has been a major focus on the Birangona over the last few decades. Women Studies are a growing feature of 

western social sciences and law. A major benefit of this is that a new generation of women and human rights activists 

are concentrating on the horrific treatment of women during the liberation war.  Plays and documentaries have been 

focussing on the treatment of women. It’s a very important area of study. We need to highlight this important work.  

Genocide Denial 

Genocide denial is caustic. Especially when the evidence is overwhelming. Victims and perpetrators are denied the 
right to move on. It denies victims and their families from having much-needed closure. A nation cannot heal when 

justice is twisted and denied. Genocide denial from within the Muslim world, Bangladesh itself and aided by 

“mischievous historians” like Sarmila Bose helped to perpetrate genocide denial. Bose was rewarded with a 
prestigious scholarship position at Oxford University because of her revisionism. Her dubious work on 1971 and 

calls for aiding the Pakistani military are her magnum opus. She was given a position she did not deserve. Oxford 

University should have been shamed.  

Bose wasn’t alone, we know Turkey, Pakistan and Qatar were the main countries trying to sabotage the war crimes 

tribunals. The US and the UK became venues where the intelligence and lobbying wars took place. We all have the 

scars. 

We need to continue to expose those that want to sabotage efforts for countries to recognise the genocide of 1971.  

Attacks on Hindus 
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The liberation war was an attack on the weakest in Bangladeshi society. Senator Edward Kennedy wrote a report 

that was published by the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on November 1st, 1971. The report read: 

"Hardest hit have been members of the Hindu community who have been robbed of their lands and shops, 

systematically slaughtered, and in some places, painted with yellow patches marked ‘H’. All of this has been 

officially sanctioned, ordered and implemented under martial law from Islamabad." 

Pakistan wanted Hindus out of Bangladesh. At the time, the Hindu community were under Pakistan’s protection. 

The brutal targeting was just as bad as any Nazi inspired or Balkan tragedy.  

Colonel Nadir Ali, a retired Pakistani Army officer became a renowned poet in Pakistan, he has stated that he was 
officially ordered by his superiors to, “Leave no Hindu alive”. Pakistan’s attack on Bangladeshi society was 

multifaceted. They went after intellectuals and those that wanted a plural society in East Pakistan. 

 

A theme common for Islamists and dictators is the attack on a mysterious “fifth column”, usually this is manifest 
in powerless minorities. A common trick is to give these defenceless minorities a power they simply don’t possess. 

They become dehumanised, isolated, and threatened as a result. They become the cause of all a nation’s ills in the 

minds of those that want to remove them. This is when genocide and hate crimes become prevalent. Hindus in 

Bangladesh are still targeted due to this type of thinking. They are often called RAW or Indian agents by radical 

Islamists. Recent violence has shown that Pakistan inspired elements are still intent on creating chaos in Bangladesh  

The recent violence during a Hindu festival was carried out to cause communal tensions. It was instigated by people 

who want Bangladesh to be more like Pakistan. These people are dangerous and pose a serious threat to community 
harmony and political stability in Bangladesh. The US Holocaust Museum does excellent work on hate crimes and 

genocide.  

We should try to emulate their work in relation to violence against Hindus and other minorities in Bangladesh. The 

Liberation War Museum and others do fantastic work, but we should offer to aid them in any way we can.    

Attacks on civilians 

Operation Searchlight was the name for highly coordinated attacks on those that would have helped Bangladesh to 
thrive--- the civilian population. Pakistan’s attacks on civilian leaders and intellectuals were spiteful, evil, and 

calculated. They wanted to deny Bangladesh from having a chance. Those that were at the top of society were 

collectively punished. But they also slaughtered students in their dormitories. Teachers in their schools. People 
shopping, working, trying to survive daily life. Doctors and nurses were shelled in their hospitals and medical 

centres.  
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Al-Badr and al-Shams created lists of people that the Pakistani military wanted to be removed. We know that 
convicted criminal Chowdhury Mueen-Uddin used his role as a journalist, to help death squad organisers to compile 

lists of those who were deemed a threat to Pakistan. He informed on his associates and colleagues. He also went 

out with squads to pick up targets from their homes and places of work. 

Conclusion: So how do we keep the torch burning? 

The Shahbagh movement and the work of campaigners on the war crimes issues was a very important step for 

Bangladesh. However, we know there was a vicious countermovement in reaction.  

Hefazat-e-Islam Bangladesh reacted to the ideals of Shahbagh. Shahbagh wanted justice and accountability, 

however Islamists around the world that were in collaboration with Jamaat-i-Islami deliberately spun the war crimes 

tribunals as an attack  

on religion. Jamaat and its lobbyists in the Middle East and Washington spun this narrative too. 

They tried to make it look like Sheikh Hasina and the Awami League-led government were using secularism and 

the tribunals to free Bangladesh from religion. It was false, but a very clever tactic from Islamists. 

In 2015, senior Pakistani diplomats in Dhaka were kicked out for funnelling money to JMB and the Ansarullah 
Bangla Team (ABT).  These groups were close to Jamaat-i-Islami and al-Qaeda. ABT was also instrumental in 

trying to radicalise the Rohingya movement at the time. We know Lashkar-e-Taiba and other groups were hosting 

Rohingya leaders in Pakistan and Saudi Arabia that went on to form the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA).  

We can’t rest on our laurels, the issue of recognition for the genocide of 1971 is very important. We know that this 

issue has been fought over and sabotaged. Pakistan needs to apologise. As activists we need to keep having meetings 

like these. We need to keep informing people about 1971. We need to consolidate and make new friendships with 

like-minded people. Afghans, Baloch and Hazaras especially. 

PM Imran Khan while in opposition said he would apologise. Pakistan needs to be confronted with the issue. But 

we know that Khan is a hostage to his own ego. He doesn’t have the best character. He may ooze charisma and 

make Pakistanis feel good about themselves, but he’s not the type of leader Pakistan needs. He’s been caught 
between Jinnah and Zia throughout his career. But recently his talk of iron-clad brotherhoods with authoritarian 

China and saying that the international community had Afghans in slavery shows he’s going down the path of 

General Zia-ul-Haq.  Bangladesh wants international recognition for the crimes against humanity.  It’s probably the 

most promising time to achieve that goal. 

Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah said, I have a question first. Is there any of you who have seen the Hollywood movie 

called The Promise. it’s a feature, 2016. I think there is a very serious issue, statement in this film. I start with this 

and I also invite the attention of Dr. 
Ahmed Ziauddin, because I think there 

is a very important point which I will 

come to in a few minutes. This is a 
movie 2018 I go to new York and I was 

asked for a premiere shows, very select 

crowd– I was completely stunned. This 

is the Hollywood movie, feature film, 
almost fictionized on Armenian 

genocide-- till the point of time I know 

some of you are raising your eyebrows, 
really and till that point I had really very 

little idea about Armenian genocide.  It 

was a very lengthy film, wonderfully 
done. Packed house, some of the big 

names of Hollywood came. After the 
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film screening, there was a conversation. That was practically I must confess my first introduction to genocide how 
do you really understand genocide. A genocide which is more than a century old, unrecorded, contested whatever. 

Second point there is a Bangladeshi, his name is Arif Anwar, his book is selling in Amazon and the name of the 

book is very interesting ‘The Storm’, again something you can equit with Suni Gangopadhaya’s works which is 

actually fictionalized and in a wonderful way portrait or rather blended elements of genocide into that.  

Why I bring these two in the start? Because I think we need to understand that we are really here for and actually 

what we are beyond this room aiming for. We need to accept that this is a long long long walk, frankly harping on 

something more as a matter of demanding something, might end up getting more rhetorical. I am saying not as an 

ambassador by as an individual, I have that self, so I believe that I can certainly vindicate that.  

To me three things are key: we can obviously ask that if we can go the legal path . I am not a student of law, perhaps 

a quasi-practitioner because of my job but I see there are certain limits to go beyond on that path. 1948 Convention 
came, the first human rights treaty and we know where we are. But after a long time 2017 11 March Bangladesh 

parliament promulgated National Genocide day. Why we did that? we knew that there are certain limitary phase 

which were coming after some years in our history. Let us start from there, we made a start but there are certain 

limits. I was googling and I came across a very interesting CNN article showing in  graph. I was shocked again. 
Why? It showed Pakistan genocide71 and showed in terms of peoples casualties very minimal when I compare with 

Cambodia, Ruwanda, Sebrenstza.  I was really struck. In the public domain where it actually matters where it should 

count, the genocidal evidence what need to be done is minimal, the footprint is very minimal.  

Srebrenica had only 8 thousand people recorded. But it is not a matter of competition that we should say that 3 

million we lost and why ours is a bigger genocide, let’s not spend our time on that debate, lets come to a space 

where we can think that how much can we do how, far can we go. 

That brings me to my second point and that is where a lot of creativity, imagination is needed and can be employed 

and can be brought in with more creatively. And that’s about ‘populating public space’. You can call it opinion 

building, you can call it awareness building whatever and I would call it ‘populating public space’.  I think we 

should ask the question to ourselves why after 50 years there are so minimal in English or in public domain fiction-
writing or something of that, why are there not sufficient journal articles. I think these are the ways we need to work 

and there I would challenge myself, challenge each of you present in the room. It’s not about making a procession 

and chanting slogans, It’s more about in terms of more scholarship and then see where we go.  

The other point- which is much louder, you know we live in a world of competitive issues. Imagine when we began 

this year we started with Covid. Afghanistan came and completely wiped away. And now Omnicron has come. We 

have to understand that when we start – we cannot afford to suffer from absolutism that I have a genuine issue and 

my genuine issue has to be there. Its not like that. If you look at the Rohingya dossier you see that is much more 

recorded.  

How we actually strategies that is the issue. So one is strategisation and the other is how to populate. Both combined 

I think we have to go forward. Another interesting point- withing a few months of Rohingya genocide -a  gentleman 
made a striking poster, the poster read a very simple thing- ‘When Buddha looks Away’. It was showing a Rohingya 

woman carrying her child on her lap. Nothing could be more poignant like that. And that created traction within the 

royal household too. What I am trying to say is that this is kind of creativity, imagination and strategisation- is 

called for. 
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2nd Session  

Mr. Baseer Naveed said, in Pakistan we have always been fighting against the Pakistan military regime. We 

recognise that Pakistan and Pakistan military committed genocide in Bangladesh. And that is true very much. 

General Tikka Khan who came to Bangladesh, former East Pakistan and he said, we don’t mind the people, we only 

need the land. And that was a very clear message and when another GOC General Niazi 

came he said, ‘I am here to change the generation of Bengali people.’ And how he 

humiliated Bengalis through his speeches. Those are very clear cut messages.  

Though I was young in those days I had witnessed the incidence of genocide and how the 

people of Bangladesh were fighting for the liberation of their land. I and my organisation 

salute the people of Bangladesh for their heroic struggle and they have liberated their land. 

When I say Genocide is Continued, and when condemn the genocide in Bangladesh the 

reason is that Pakistan military establishment is continuing its way of doing genocide or killing the people and not 

allowing the basic rights of the people, particularly democracy. We have seen that after the liberation of Bangladesh, 

when this defeated army came back, within two/three years, this army went into Baluchistan and that was its third 

military operation in Baluchistan. And this was in 1974-75 and they had aerial bombardment, gunship hilicopters 

were used to kill the Baloch people. Genocide was there and it was continued. When the military came to power in 

1977 in Pakistan they changed their strategy of genocide. They were then doing genocide but not directly by 

themselves. They made the organisation and they sponsored them to kill different ethnic groups. 

I am from Sindh, I know better that Sindhs were under militancy for more than 35 years and many people were 

killed. It was done by the collaborators who came from Karach with the military. Military sponsored some groups 

to do these atrocities. They did target killing, abduction of people and it continued for 30 years to clean different 

ethnic groups. It is still continued. 

Discrimination is still continued 

against the Sndhis. Military also 

made different militant groups such 

as Taliban. They killed the people 

in Pakhtun province which 

tentamount to genocide. And it is 

still going on. So, this habit of 

military is still not being stopped. 

Until and unless genocide is 

recognised and perpetrators are 

punished, you will see different 

forms of genocide continues to 

happen. For example Pakistan is 

sending groups to Afghanistan who are directly trained by the military. 

Mr Baseer in his written paper mentioned the following as the background of causes of Genocide: 1)Language issue 

and refusal of recognition of languages as national language 2) Strong federation and denial of rights of the people 

of majority population 3) Introduction of Parity—imposition of one unit 4) Dissolution of National assembly in 

1954 and dawn of Doctrine of necessity 5) Strong federation and week provinces 6) Imposition of Martial laws 7) 

Hatred and prejudices – Impression that Bengalis are non-Muslim, physically small and not warrior. 
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Genocide in Bangladesh The genocide was started on March 25, 1971, when the military government suddenly 

announced not to hand over power to the elected people. The Dhaka University was the first attack of military in 

the late hours. A total of 7000 students, teachers and staff were killed at Dhaka University on the first day of military 

action. Pakistan army starts Genocide in the form of Operation Searchlight in Dhaka and rest of the cities of former 

East Pakistan, attacking ordinary citizens, political activists and students.  

Genocide is continued: In Sindh province, the military regime started genocide of different nationalities 

particularly of Sindhi nation through its sponsored ethnic organisations. Sindh remained bleeding for almost 32 

years. As the perpetrators of genocide are not given punishment the Genocide remain continued. Pakistan must be 

forced by the international community to apologise for killings and rape of hundred of thousand men and women. 

The genocide by Pak forces was not stopped in former East Pakistan (the Bangladesh) on December 16, 1971, when 

Pakistan surrendered before the Indian forces, however, it was continued with the break of one year—this time it 

was Baluchistan and without surprise it was under the same General—the General Tikka Khan, the former martial‐

law administrator. In those days a photograph was released by the PR department of army that General Tikka Khan 

was sitting on a foam in the cave of a mountain and used the same words what he said in former East Pakistan that 

“we need land not the people”. During Baluchistan’s second military operation, the helicopters, fighter jets were 

used, Aerial bombings were conducted, several people were killed and thousands of families were displaced in 

Baluchistan. The Afghan jehad was initiated with the aim to perpetuate and export Genocide cross the borders of 

Pakistan and one can see how a beautiful country was destroyed and how its secular culture and history were ruined 

by providing training to Mujahideen. These trained Mujahids, terrorists, suicide bombing on the population and 

ordinary citizens. 80, 000 people were killed by the Pakistani trained Mujahideen. Taliban and Tehreek e Taliban 

(TTP) were trained by the Pakistani forces. The international wanted terrorists were hiding in Pakistan under the 

patronage of Pak military.  

 One of the brutal kind of massacre of children were witnessed in 2014 at Army Public School in KP province where 

145 children and a dozen of teachers and other staff were killed by the armed men by direct shooting. The school 

was situated in the cantonment area which remains under strict security of army. Later on, the shooters confessed 
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that they did this massacre on the instruction of some military officers. But no officer was arrested nor any enquiry 

was allowed till the former chief of army staff was in service. There was ban on execution, but under the pressure 

from military establishment after massacre of students Army Public School the moratorium on execution was lifted. 

And on the excuse of terrorism and hundreds of people without fair trial were hanged. 

 The martial law governments have started the Disappearing the activists and particularly who demand right of self-

determination. Thousands of people from Sindh, Baluchistan and Khyber Pakhtunkha (KPK) were arrested and 

disappeared and many were extrajudicially killed during their disappearance in the military custody. In above 

mentioned provinces military and para-military forces are stationing in every city, patrolling and killing extra 

judicially ordinary people particularly young one on the flimsy charges of terrorism. 

 The forced disappearances was very rare in Pakistan, however, General Musharaff in his dictatorial regime of nine 

years introduced enforced disappearances as the potential instrument to silence the population. From Baluchistan, 

since 2002 to this date more than 20,000 persons were disappeared after their arrest by the plain clothed and uniform 

men were disappeared, hardly ten percent were recovered. The tortured and mutilated bodies of tortured person 

were found on the roadside or in com deserted areas.  Extra-judicial killings in the name of terrorists are common. 

This province remain under different military actions, this time it is 5th military operation in Balochistan. Military 

is running is running around 60 torture centres in the country.  

Sindh is the most deprived province of the country. It remains under military and para-military forces. Since 1987 

the Rangers are stationed. The extra-judicial killings are common. This province is also facing the enforced 

disappearances. During the reign of military dictator General Zia Ulhaq, conducted aerial bombardments in several 

cities of Sindh. A group of students were going on excursion tour to Moinjo Daro were directly fired and killed. 

There are hundreds cases of disappearances in Sindh. According to the UN Working Group on Enforced and 

Involuntary Disappearances 365 persons are missing in Sindh. Many disappeared persons are killed extra judicially. 

The International Human Rights Council-HK demands; 

• The perpetrators of genocide in Bangladesh must be tried and given exemplary punishment.  
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• Pakistan army as an institute must apologise with the people of Bangladesh for the genocide and it should 

withdraw all the benefits and awards from the soldiers and particularly officers who were responsible for the 

Genocide.  

• The International Community must boycott the government of Pakistan until it apologias for the killings of 

millions of Bangladeshi people. 

• The international community must play its due role to close down the military interments and detention 

centers run by Pakistan military. 

• The disappeared persons must be recovered immediately.    

Mr. Christophe A Alexander, PC started his video speech saying, my name is Chris Alexander and I am delighted 

to be joining you for this international conference on the Recognition of the 1971 Bangladesh genocide and thank 

you to the European Bangladesh Forum for including me in your deliberations today on this extremely important 

issue.  

I can’t help thinking, and I am very sorry not to be with you in person, of my situation here sitting comfortably at 

home in Canada, a country that has not been invaded or known significant civil strife for 200 years. Many of us in 

Canada are acutely aware that most countries of the world don’t enjoy this level of stability. In fact, we are more 

and more aware because the conflicts that the world continues to face of the unfinished business left unaddressed, 

at the end of the Second World War when the United Nations and other international institutions as we know them 

today were established. There were major issues that were left unresolved. One was the role of Stalin in the Soviet 

Union who had been treated as allies during the war during the fight against Hitler and military in Japan but who 

were in fact nothing of a  sort and who proceeded to ensure that half of Europe central and eastern Europe in 

particular enjoyed no political freedom through the second half of the 20th century and indeed we have a Russian 

President today who considers himself inspired by Stalin’s example to invade another country as Vladimir Putin 

did in 2014 in Ukraine.  

Secondly, we had the creation of the state of Israel. The world’s responds to the horrors of the holocaust of that 

European genocide whose consequences are still reverberating down through the decades. The state of Israel was 

created with the support of the United Nations,  with the support of the principal democracies but without fixed and 

agreed borders, without borders that had  been agreed with neighbors and when Arab states proceeded sometimes 
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with the support of the Soviet Union, sometimes without, to invade Israel the response was inadequate and  even 

today while there are more peaceful relations with most Israel’s Arab-neighbors, Iran continues to have Generals 

that regularly go on the record pledging to wipe Israel off the face of the earth and indeed Iran is engaged in proxy 

wars, hybrid war, states sponsorship with terrorism on a huge scale throughout the region which has as its primary 

goal and inspiration irradicating Israel and fighting Israel.  

Thirdly, we had the struggle between nationalist and communist China which was resolved by the establishment of 

the people’s Republic of China and the transfer to what is today Taiwan. That led to a period of incredible darkness 

for china through the 1950s into the 1960s successive round of oppression, tens of billions of debts, principally 

because of Mao’s  ruthless leadership the great leap forward famine comminating in 1971 when the principal 

democracy notably the United States recognized communist China were prepared to hand over China’s seat at the 

United Nations to this regime and ever since, we have become more and more economically dependent on relations 

with China without seeing political progress in that country where democracy has just been illuminated in Hong 

Kong,  political freedoms are being extinguished, to limited extend, that they even existed, and genocide is 

underway,  states sponsored genocide against Uyghur Muslims in western China as well as against Tibetan and  

Mongolian and other people inside China without even a hint of outcry from most majority Muslims states around 

the world. A terrible injustice that 

deserves more attention and 

particularly as the world moves to 

decide whether it can moral in all 

good conscious in all good morality 

attend the Beijing winter Olympics 

which are schedules hosted next 

year. My position is very much that 

Canadian athletes and those of the 

world who care about human rights, 

genocide and these issues should 

not be attending  

And then of course, there is the issue 

of South Asia after the second 

World War, where war didn’t end and independence came but at the cost of the blood bath of partition. The creation 

of two states that had an uneasy relationship though the 1950s and 1960 culminating in the drama and the horrors 

of the events you are discussing today, the 1971 genocide when democratic exercise of national rights by 

Bangladeshis was brutally suppressed by Pakistan’s army. That fortunately led to the independence of Bangladesh 

but very unfortunately has gone underacknowledged and underadressed as a chapter of criminal activity, crimes 

against humanity, war crimes for which accountability was never demanded in any substantial way. 

Of course, the events of 1971 in Bangladesh were made even more sinister by the fact that the United States as 

those of us who read the blood telegram and other accounts of that era now know, was prepared to really look the 

other way and give card blanche to those who were delivering injustice, did the killing of civilians and other 

innocents on a large scale. This was in large measure because the United States was engaged in its own outreach to 

China at that time and one of these mistakes as I would argue of the post war era became caught up in one of the 

other great mistakes legacy which I still don’t know. Of course, 1971 was not just a tragedy for Bangladesh. It led 

the Pakistani army in particular the ISI to refocus its effort away from conventional warfare and towards irregular 

war, the  support of extremism, the  state sponsorship of terror which we have seen in almost every part of the 

world. Thanks to Pakistan efforts ever since but the victims that state perhaps the highest cost for this refocus on 

proxy war using extremist as guerilla fighters had been Afghanistan, which has been facing a terrible tool of death, 
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warfare’s, civil conflict and indeed genocide ever since the 1970 thanks to the sponsorship by Pakistan. The ISI 

policy has been ignored for far too long. Some have denied it, some have fallen victim to disinformation, some have 

been lobbied to turn a blind eye, but those days are ending. Pakistan’s invasions and occupation over Afghanistan 

is passed summer requires response. It will now be a delayed response but there really is no other alternative than 

to sanction those in Pakistan who being responsible for this policy and to start bringing the ISI and its enablers 

inside and outside Pakistan to account. Thank you very much for the opportunity to be with you. I wish you success 

during your deliberations all the best. 

Mr. Aurangzeb Khan Zalmay in his presentation was highly critical of the Pakistan army saying, ‘an army defends 

the country but in Pakistan army defines and runs the country and Pakistan means military.’ Every country has an 

army but in Pakistan the army has a country and understanding Pakistan army is very important. Pak military played 

a role in the fall of Kabul providing all support to the Taliban. 

He said, the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon 

of the United States brought fresh miseries and sufferings for the 

Afghan-Pashtuns, where the tribal areas, once again, became a 

stronghold and a new ground for Taliban, Al-Qaeda and Pakistan to 

play a new game called the War on Terror.’ Pakistan military has, so 

far, conducted 32 operations of large and small scales in the Pashtun-

belt but in all these operations not a single known Taliban has been 

killed but more than half of FATA’s (Federally Administered Tribal 

Areas) 5.5 million residents were displaced, thousands killed and 

forcefully disappeared. He said, Prof. Christine Fair has quoted in her 

book (Counterinsurgency in Pakistan, 2010), a local Pashtun lamented 

that: ‘The army took away everything from my house: jewelry, clothes, 

toiletries, even pillow covers and shoe polish.’  

Speaking on Pakistan’s military excesses Mr. Khan said, they are 

applying all the notorious policies and strategies in the struggle to 

occupy Afghanistan in the form of its province or protectorate through 

Jihadist’s proxies but the Jihadists will not dwell only in Afghanistan, 

they can spillover to the regional states including Pakistan itself. 

March of Taliban on Kabul is momentary victory for Pakistan and its 

proxies as Talib is not a long term phenomenon in Afghanistan but a 

product which is now prepared to be used in the next cold war in the 

region. He added, Taliban is an armed religious group with no political 

vision. He said, Bangladesh genocide should be recognized and 

Pakistan army should apologize for their crime committed in 1971. What Pakistani military did to Bangladesh in 

1971 was very brutal, ruthless and shameful. Pakistan General said in 1971, ‘we will change the race of the Bengali 

people` which was very shameful, he added.  

Ms. Khetara Shaghasi said, the Afghan young lady said, Taliban are back in power in Afghanistan and they trying 

to shape the society to their own ideology. They are trying to ban the nations symbols, like the flag and the national 

anthem. There are already reports of human rights abuses and ethnic-based violence, killings as well as the killings 

of former government employees and journalists. The future of woman in particular is very uncertain, nobody 
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knows what the Taliban exactly means when they say they will allow women to go to work and allow them to get 

an education under conditions.  

For Pakistan the most 

important thing was to 

install a government in 

Afghanistan that 

would serve Pakistan’s 

interest and most 

importantly which 

would not make too 

much of an issue about 

the border. Of course, 

the war in Afghanistan 

didn’t end it got even 

messier with the civil 

war, millions of 

afghans died, millions 

became refugees and 

out of this chaos 

Pakistan supported the 

new group Taliban 

that we know today to get them into power and to serve their interests. 

We know that throughout these past 20 years with the presence of the United States and its allies Pakistan has 

continued to support Taliban and maybe that’s why the intervention got us nowhere. Afghans have been suffering 

for over 40 years with no justice or end in sights. Your presence here today means you believe in justice and 

recognizing and healing the wounds of the past and I wish I could end my presentation on a happy note but the truth 

is with the return of the Taliban justice is against something Afghans can only dream of. 
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     MEDIA COVERAGE 

The  Conference drew wide electronic and print media attention in the Netherlands (mainstream media), Germany 

(Deutsche Welle) and Bangladeshi outlets in Bangladesh, the UK, France, Italy and Germany. A number of TV 

channels from Dhaka, London, France and Italy telecast the news of the conference.  

 

Bangladesh in World Media 

The Hague Conference demands unconditional apology from 

Pakistan for 1971 war crimes in Bangladesh 

The Hague Published: 02 Dec 2021, 04:20 

 

(Photo: People murdered by Pakistan army in Jessore. Collected from the book on photographs of liberation 

war) 

An international conference in The Hague, known as the city of Justice, demanded of the international 

community to recognise the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by Pakistan soldiers. 

The conference also urged the international community to put pressure on the Pakistan government to offer an 

unconditional apology to Bangladeshi people for the crime committed against humanity during the 9-month 

long liberation war in Bangladesh. 

https://en.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/bangladesh-in-world-media
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The conference was organised by the Europe-based Bangladeshi diaspora organisation, European Bangladesh 

Forum (EBF) in collaboration with Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh on Tuesday at the 

Nieuwspoort, the International Perscentrum (attached to Parliament building) in The Hague. 

It may be mentioned that The Hague conference was the follow-up of the Geneva conference held on the same 

issue on 30 September at the Geneva Press Club in Switzerland. A documentary film titled, 'War Crimes 

1971'was screened at the start of the conference. 

It may be recalled that in 1971 Pakistani military and their local collaborators committed one of the worst mass 

atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century. International recognition of any crime against humanity, 

in this case here against Bangladesh is of immense importance and absolute necessity to show respect and 

honour to the three million victims and their family members by recognising the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh 

The Pakistani occupation army in nine months killed approximately three million people, violated over 200,000 

girls and women and forced 10 million people to cross the border and take shelter in India. 

This number of people killed by the Pakistani Army is the highest in the world in such a short period of time. The 

1971 Genocide by the Pakistan Army is well documented and reported in the international media and also in the 

diplomatic correspondences during that period. 

Speakers opined that international recognition of any crime against humanity, in this case here against 

Bangladesh is of immense importance and absolute necessity to show respect and honour to the three million 

victims and their family members by recognising the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. Recognition of Genocide is 

essential to create a world free from violation of human rights and for the safety of our next generation across 

the whole world. Because, they argue, if the world community doesn't recognise a crime as a crime, the world 

community keeps the door open for that crime to happen in the future. Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has 

today become a forgotten chapter in the history and we know the common phrase, 'Justice delayed, justice 

denied'. 

A number of experts with international reputation working on 'Genocide' issue from the UK, Hong Kong, 

Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Canada and Bangladesh took part in the discussion. Besides, speakers from 

different ethnic groups including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun also spoke on the occasion. The speakers 

included Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands M. Riaz Hamidullah, Christopher A. Alexander, PC, former 

Canadian Ambassador in Kabul & former Minister of Canada, professor Nuzhat Chowdhury. Member of a 

Genocide victim family from Bangladesh, Ahmed Ziauddin, Board Member, International Crimes Strategy Forum 

(ICSF), Belgium, Chris Blackburn, Communications Director, Swiss Inter-Strategy Group & 'Friend of Bangladesh' 

Award Recipient, UK, Baseer Naveed also participated in the event. 

Speaking on the day from Canada via on-line former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan & former Minister of 

Canada Christopher A. Alexander, PC said "1971 was not just a tragedy for Bangladesh, it led the Pakistani Army 

to refocus its efforts away from conventional warfare and towards regular war". He added, "The ISI policy has 

been ignored for far too long and some have denied it, some have fallen victim to disinformation, some have 

been lobbied to turn a blind eye, but those days are ending." 

Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands M Riaz Hamidullah said, "The first step is to understand what we are 

here for and because we live in a world of competitive issues we have to come to the point where we say, how 

much, and how far we can go". 
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Communications Director of Swiss Inter Strategy Group & 'Friend of Bangladesh' Award Recipient Chris 

Blackburn while addressing the conference said, "We can't rest on our laurels, the issue of recognition for the 

genocide of 1971 is very important. We know that this issue has been fought over and sabotaged. Pakistan 

needs to apologise. As activists we need to keep having meetings like these. We need to keep informing people 

about 1971. We need to consolidate and make new friendships with like-minded people." 

https://en.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/bangladesh-in-world-media/the-hague-conference-demands-

unconditional-apology-from-pakistan-for-1971-war-crimes-in-bangladesh  

 

 

The Hague conference on Genocide demands 

apology from Pakistan for crime in 1971 

 02-12-2021 10:36 | 3 uur geleden 
 

Dit is een origineel bericht van 
Stichting European Bangladesh Forum 
The Hague : The international conference in the Hague, known as the city of Justice, demanded 
of the international community to recognise the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by 
Pakistan soldiers and put pressure on the Pakistan government to offer unconditional apology 
to Bangladeshi people for the crime committed against humanity during the 9-month long 
liberation war in Bangladesh. 

The conference was organized by the Europe-based Bangladeshi diaspora organisation, European 
Bangladesh Forum (EBF) in collaboration with Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh on 
30 November 2021 at the at Nieuwspoort, the Internationaal Perscentrum (attached to Parliament 
building) in the Hague, Netherlands. It may be mentioned that the Hague conference was the follow-up 
of the Geneva conference held on the same issue on 30 September 2021 at the Geneva Press Club in 
Switzerland. A documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 1971’was screened at the start of the conference. 

It may be recalled that in 1971 Pakistan military and their local collaborators committed one of the worst 
mass atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century. The Pakistani occupation army in 9 
months killed approximately 3 million people, violated over two hundred thousand girls and women and 
forced 10 million people to cross the border and take shelter in India. This number of people killed by 
the Pakistani Army is the highest in the world in such a short period of time. The 1971 Genocide by the 
Pakistan Army is well documented and reported in the international media and also in the diplomatic 
correspondences during that period. 

https://en.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/bangladesh-in-world-media/the-hague-conference-demands-unconditional-apology-from-pakistan-for-1971-war-crimes-in-bangladesh
https://en.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/bangladesh-in-world-media/the-hague-conference-demands-unconditional-apology-from-pakistan-for-1971-war-crimes-in-bangladesh
https://www.perssupport.nl/
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Speakers opined that international recognition of any crime against humanity, in this case here against 

Bangladesh is of immense importance and absolute necessity to show respect and honour to the three 
millions victims and their family members by recognizing the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. 
Recognition of Genocide is essential to create a world free from violation of human rights and for the 
safety of our next generation across the whole world. Because, they argues, if the world community 
don’t recognize a crime as a crime, the world community keep the door open for that crime to happen in 
the future and that is exactly what is happening in Pakistan today in Baluchistan, Afghanistan and other 
parts of the region. Unfortunately, Bangladesh GENOCIDE has today become a forgotten chapter in 
the history and we know the common phrase, ‘Justice delayed, justice denied’. 

A number of experts with international reputation working on ‘Genocide’ issue from the U.K., Hong 
Kong, Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Canada and Bangladesh took part in the discussion. Besides, 
speakers from different ethnic groups including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun also spoke on the 

occasion. The speakers included 
Bangladesh ambassador in the 
Netherlands Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah, 
Mr. Christopher A. Alexander, PC, 
former Canadian Ambassador in Kabul 
& former Minister of Canada, Prof Dr. 
Nuzhat Chowdhury, member of a 
Genocide victim family from 
Bangladesh, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, 
Board Member, International Crimes 
Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium, Mr 
Chris Blackburn, Communications 
Director, Swiss InterStrategy Group & 
'Friend of Bangladesh' Award Recipient, 
UK, Mr. Baseer Naveed, Executive 
Director, International Human Rights 
Council, Hong Kong (Sindh), Mr. 

Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, Editor, Pashtun Times & Researcher, Germany, Dr. Rayhan Rashid, Truste 
Board member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), UK and Bikash Chowdhury Barua, 
President EBF Netherlands. Dr. Mojibur Doftori, writer, senior researcher & HR activist from Finland 
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facilitated the two separate sessions while Ms. Anar Chowdhury, Board member of EBF gave welcome 
speech. 

Speaking on the day from Canada via on-line former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan & former 
Minister of Canada Mr. Christopher A. Alexander, PC said `1971 was not just a tragedy for Bangladesh, 
it led the Pakistani army to refocus its efforts away from conventional warfare and towards regular war`. 
`The ISI policy has been ignored for far too long and some have denied It, some have fallen victim to 
disinformation, some have been lobbied to turn a blind eye, but those days are ending.` 

Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands Mr. M Riaz Hamidullah said, the first step is `to understand 
what we are here for`. And because we live in a world of competitive issues, we have to come to the 
point where we say, how much, and how far we can go. He underscored the need for creativity, 
strategization and imagination to build public opinion on 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. 

Communications Director of Swiss InterStrategy Group & 'Friend of Bangladesh' Award Recipient Mr 
Chris Blackburn while addressing the conference said, ‘we can’t rest on our laurels, the issue of 
recognition for the genocide of 1971 is very important. We know that this issue has been fought over 
and sabotaged. Pakistan needs to apologise. As activists we need to keep having meetings like these. 
We need to keep informing people about 1971. We need to consolidate and make new friendships with 
like-minded people. Afghans, Baloch and Hazaras especially.’ 

Professor Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury, a member of the 1971 Genocide victim family in a video message 
sent from Dhaka said, what the Pakistani army did with us in Bangladesh, are now doing the same 
thing in Baluchistan. She added, Pakistan has become the credal of terrorists, they helped the Taliban 
to develop. Pakistan is causing terrorism not in its own country, but it is spreading terrorism across the 
region particularly its Secret service ISI are still causing disruption in Bangladesh in the name of religion 
and their continuing to do so in the west as well. 

https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/3c56554e-6851-44f8-8a9f-903a376e3548/title/the-hague-
conference-on-genocide-demands-apology-from-pakistan-for-crime-in-1971 
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Photo: Collected 

An international conference in The Hague, known as the city of Justice, demanded of the 
international community to recognise the 1971 genocide in Bangladesh committed by Pakistani 
soldiers and put pressure on the Pakistan government to offer an unconditional apology to the 
people of Bangladesh for the crimes committed against humanity during the nine -month-long 
Liberation War. 

The conference was organised by the Europe-based Bangladeshi diaspora organisation, 
European Bangladesh Forum (EBF), in collaboration with Switzerland Human Rights 
Commission Bangladesh on November 30, 2021 at the Nieuwspoort, Internationaal 
Perscentrum -- attached to Parliament building, in The Hague, Netherlands. It may be 
mentioned that the conference was a follow-up of the Geneva conference held on the same 
issue on September 30, 2021 at the Geneva Press Club in Switzerland. A documentary film 
titled 'War Crimes 1971'was screened at the start of the conference.  

Speakers opined that international recognition of any crime against humanity, in this case 
against Bangladesh, is of immense importance and an absolute necessity to show respect and 
honour to the three million victims and their family members by recognising the 1971 genocide 
in Bangladesh. Recognition of Genocide is essential to create a world free from violation of 
human rights and for the safety of our next generation across the whole world. Because they 
argued, if the world community don't recognise a crime as a crime, the world keeps the door 
open for that crime to happen in the future. Unfortunately, the Bangladesh genocide has today 
become a forgotten chapter in history and we know the common phrase, 'Justice delayed, 
justice denied'. 

A number of experts with international reputation working on 'genocide'  issue from the UK, 
Hong Kong, Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Canada and Bangladesh took part in the 
discussion. Besides, speakers from different ethnic groups, including Afghan, Sindhi, Baloch 
and Pashtun also spoke on the occasion. The speakers included Bangladesh ambassador in 
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the Netherlands M. Riaz Hamidullah; Christopher A. Alexander, PC, former Canadian 
Ambassador in Kabul & former Minister of Canada; Prof Dr. Nuzhat Chowdhury, member of a 
genocide victim family from Bangladesh; Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, Board Member, International 
Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium; Chris Blackburn, Communications Director, Swiss 
InterStrategy Group & 'Friend of Bangladesh' Award Recipient, UK; Baseer Naveed, Executive 
Director, International Human Rights Council, Hong Kong (Sindh); Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, 
Editor, Pashtun Times & Researcher, Germany; Dr. Rayhan Rashid, Trustee Board member, 
International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), UK; and Bikash Chowdhury Barua, President EBF 
Netherlands. Dr. Mojibur Doftori, writer, senior researcher & HR activist from Finland facilitated 
the two separate sessions with Anar Chowdhury, Board member of EBF, and Director of 
Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh Khalilur Rahman. 

Speaking on the day from Canada via online former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan & 
former Minister of Canada, Christopher A. Alexander, PC said, "1971 was not just a tragedy for 
Bangladesh, it led the Pakistani army to refocus its efforts away from conventional warfare and 
towards regular war." 

Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands, M Riaz Hamidullah, said the first step is "to 
understand what we are here for." And because "we live in a world of competitive issues", we 
have to come to the point where we say, how much, and how far we can go.  

Communications Director of Swiss InterStrategy Group & 'Friend of Bangladesh' Award 
Recipient, Chris Blackburn, while addressing the conference said, "We can't rest on our laurels, 
the issue of recognition for the genocide of 1971 is very important. We know that th is issue has 
been fought over and sabotaged. Pakistan needs to apologise. As activists we need to keep 
having meetings like these. We need to keep informing people about 1971. We need to 
consolidate and make new friendships with like-minded people. Afghans, Baloch and Hazaras 
especially." 

Professor Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury, a member of a 1971 genocide victim family, in a video 
message sent from Dhaka said, "What the Pakistani army did with us in Bangladesh, are now 
doing the same thing in Baluchistan." She added, "Pakistan has become a cradle of terrorists, 
they helped the Taliban to develop. Pakistan is causing terrorism not only in the country, but it 
is spreading terrorism across the region, particularly its secret service ISI are still causing 
disruption in Bangladesh in the name of religion and they are continuing to do so in the west as 
well." 

https://www.thedailystar.net/news/bangladesh/news/1971-genocide-hague-conference-demands-

unconditional-apology-pakistan-2907236  
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H.E. Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah, Ambassador of Bangladesh to the Netherlands. 
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https://pinterest.com/pin/create/button/?url=https://diplomatmagazine.eu/2021/12/08/international-conference-on-recognition-of-the-1971-bangladesh-genocide/&media=https://diplomatmagazine.eu/wp-content/uploads/EBF-1.jpg&description=The%20Ambassador%20of%20Bangladesh%20H.E.%20Riaz%20Amidullah%20organized%20the%20International%20Conference%20on%20Recognition%20of%20the%201971%20Bangladesh%20Genocide
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?text=International+Conference+on+Recognition+of+the+1971+Bangladesh+Genocide%20%0A%0A%20https://diplomatmagazine.eu/2021/12/08/international-conference-on-recognition-of-the-1971-bangladesh-genocide/
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?text=International+Conference+on+Recognition+of+the+1971+Bangladesh+Genocide%20%0A%0A%20https://diplomatmagazine.eu/2021/12/08/international-conference-on-recognition-of-the-1971-bangladesh-genocide/
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International Conference on 
Recognition of the 1971 
Bangladesh Genocide 

  

The European Bangladesh Forum or (EBF) convened in The Hague. On 30th November 2021, an international 

conference was held at Nieuwspoort Den Haag demanding Pakistan recognise the Genocide in Bangladesh 
committed by Pakistan soldiers in 1971. The documentary film ‘War Crimes 1971’ was screened at the start of 

the conference. 

The EBF issued the following Press Release. 

The Hague conference on Genocide demand unconditional apology from Pakistan for crime in 1971 in 

Bangladesh 

The Hague : The international conference in the Hague, known as the city of Justice, demanded of the 

international community to recognise the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by Pakistan soldiers and 
put pressure on the Pakistan government to offer unconditional apology to Bangladeshi people for the crime 

committed against humanity during the 9-month long liberation war in Bangladesh. 

The conference was organized by the Europe-based Bangladeshi diaspora organisation, European 
Bangladesh Forum (EBF) in collaboration with Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh on 30 

November 2021 at the at Nieuwspoort, the Internationaal Perscentrum (attached to Parliament building) in 

the Hague, Netherlands. It may be mentioned that the Hague conference was the follow-up of the Geneva 
conference held on the same issue  on 30 September 2021 at the Geneva Press Club in Switzerland. A 

documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 1971’was screened at the start of the conference. 

It may be recalled that in 1971 Pakistan military and their local collaborators committed one of the worst 
mass atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century. The Pakistani occupation army in 9 months 

killed approximately 3 million people, violated over two hundred thousand girls and women and forced 10 

million people to cross the border and take shelter in India. This number of people killed by the Pakistani 
Army is the highest in the world in such a short period of time. The 1971 Genocide by the Pakistan Army is well 

documented and reported in the international media and also in the diplomatic correspondences during that 

period. 

Speakers opined that international recognition of any crime against humanity, in this case here against 

Bangladesh is of immense importance and absolute necessity to show respect and honour to the three 
millions victims and their family members by recognising the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. Recognition of 

Genocide is essential to create a world free from violation of human rights and for the the safety of our next 

generation across the whole world. Because, they argues, if the world community don’t recognize a crime as a 
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crime, the world community keep the door open for that crime to happen in the future and that is exactly 
what is happening in Pakistan today in Baluchistan, Afghanistan and other parts of the region. Unfortunately, 

Bangladesh GENOCIDE has today become a forgotten chapter in the history and we know the common 

phrase, ‘Justice delayed, justice denied’. 

. 
A number of experts with international reputation working on ‘Genocide’ issue from the U.K., Hong Kong, 
Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Canada and Bangladesh took part in the discussion. Besides, speakers from 

different ethnic groups including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun also spoke on the occasion. The 
speakers included Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands H.E. Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah, Mr. Christopher A. 

Alexander, PC, former Canadian Ambassador in Kabul & former Minister of Canada, Prof Dr. Nuzhat 

Chowdhury, member of a Genocide victim family from Bangladesh, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, Board Member, 
International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium, Mr Chris Blackburn, Communications Director, Swiss 

InterStrategy Group & ‘Friend of Bangladesh’ Award Recipient, UK, Mr. Baseer Naveed, Executive Director, 
International Human Rights Council, Hong Kong (Sindh),  Mr. Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, Editor, Pashtun Times 

& Researcher, Germany, Dr. Rayhan Rashid, Truste Board member, International Crimes Strategy Forum 

(ICSF), UK and Bikash Chowdhury Barua, President EBF Netherlands. Dr. Mojibur Doftori, writer, senior 
researcher & HR activist from Finland facilitated the two separate sessions while Ms. Anar Chowdhury, Board 

member of EBF. Director of Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh Khalilur Rahman. 

Speaking on the day from Canada via on-line former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan & former Minister 
of Canada Mr. Christopher A. Alexander, PC said `1971 was not just a tragedy for Bangladesh, it led the 

Pakistani army to refocus its efforts away from conventional warfare and towards regular war`.`The ISI policy 

has been ignored for far too long and some have denied It, some have fallen victim to disinformation, some 

have been lobbied to turn a blind eye, but those days are ending.` 

https://i0.wp.com/diplomatmagazine.eu/wp-content/uploads/IMG_1265-EBF-5-e1638978869398.jpg?ssl=1
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Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands H.E. Mr. M Riaz Hamidullah said, the first step is  `  to understand 
what we are here for`. And because` We live in a world of competitive issues` we have to come to the point 

where we say, how much, -and how far we can go. 

Communications Director of Swiss InterStrategy Group & ‘Friend of Bangladesh’ Award Recipient Mr Chris 
Blackburn while addressing the conference said, ‘we can’t rest on our laurels, the issue of recognition for the 

genocide of 1971 is very important. We know that this issue has been fought over and sabotaged. Pakistan 

needs to apologise. As activists we need to keep having meetings like these. We need to keep informing 
people about 1971. We need to consolidate and make new friendships with like-minded people. Afghans, 

Baloch and Hazaras especially.’ 

International Conference on Recognition of the 1971 Bangladesh Genocide. 
Professor Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury, a member of the 1971 Genocide victim family in a video message sent from 

Dhaka said, what the Pakistani army did with us in Bangladesh, are now doing the same thing in Baluchistan. 

She added, Pakistan has become the credal of terrorists, they helped the Taliban to develop. Pakistan is 
causing terrorism not in its own country, but it is spreading terrorism across the region particularly its Secret 

service ISI are still causing disruption in Bangladesh in the name of religion and their continuing to do so in 

the west as well.     

https://diplomatmagazine.eu/2021/12/08/international-conference-on-recognition-of-the-1971-bangladesh-
genocide/  

 

 

https://diplomatmagazine.eu/2021/12/08/international-conference-on-recognition-of-the-1971-bangladesh-genocide/
https://diplomatmagazine.eu/2021/12/08/international-conference-on-recognition-of-the-1971-bangladesh-genocide/
https://i1.wp.com/diplomatmagazine.eu/wp-content/uploads/EBS-7-e1638979045847.jpg?ssl=1
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 03 Dec 2021, Dhaka 
বিশ্ব সংিাদ 

• বিশ্ব সংিাদ 

৭১'র যুদ্ধাপরাধের জন্য পাকিস্তাধন্র কন্িঃশর্ত  
ক্ষমা চাইধর্ হধে 

ইত্তেফাক অনলাইন ডেস্ক 
প্রকাশ : ০৩ বেত্তসম্বর ২০২১, ১৪:৪৬ 

 

নন্দারল্যান্ডধের শহর নহধে এি েধেল্ধন্র আধ াজন্ িধরধে ইউধরাপ কিকিি োাংল্াধদকশ প্রোেী োংেঠন্। 

নেখাধন্ েক্তারা ১৯৭১ োধল্ োাংল্াধদধশর স্বােীন্র্া যুধদ্ধ যুদ্ধাপরাে ও েণহর্যা পকরচাল্ন্ার জন্য পাকিস্তান্ধি 

কন্িঃশর্ত  ক্ষমা চাও ার দাকে রু্ধল্ধেন্। 

https://www.ittefaq.com.bd/world-news
https://www.ittefaq.com.bd/world-news
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সত্তেলত্তন স্বাধীনতা যুত্তে পাবকস্তাত্তনর িিবরতা ও গণহতযার স্বীকৃবতর জনয আন্তজব াবতক মহলত্তক আহ্বান জাবনত্তেত্তেন 

িক্তারা। ডহত্তগ শহত্তর এই সত্তেলত্তনর আত্তোজন কত্তরত্তে ইউত্তরাপ বিবেক িাংলাত্তদবশ প্রিাসী সংগঠন। তাত্তদর সত্তে আত্তে 

ইউত্তরাপীোন িাংলাত্তদশ ডফারাম, সুইজারলযান্ড মানিাবধকার সংস্থা।  

সত্তেলত্তন িক্তারা িত্তলন, মানিতাবিত্তরাধী ডযত্তকাত্তনা কমবকাত্তন্ডর আন্তজব াবতক স্বীকৃবত প্রত্তোজন। ১৯৭১ সাত্তল 

িাংলাত্তদবশত্তদর ওপর ডয পাবকস্তাবনরা ডয নৃশংস কমবযজ্ঞ পবরচালনা কত্তরত্তে তারা আন্তজব াবতক স্বীকৃবত দরকার। কারণ 

এত্ততা িড় একটি গণহতযার ঘটনা বিত্তশ্বর আড়াত্তল থাকত্তত পাত্তরনা। 

আন্তজব াবতক স্বীকৃবতর অিাত্তি পাবকস্তানও ১৯৭১ সাত্তলর ঘটনাগুত্তলাত্তক অপরাধ বহত্তসত্তি গণয করত্তে না। এত্তত অপমান 

করা হত্তে িাংলাত্তদত্তশর লাখ লাখ শহীদ ও তাত্তদর পবরিারত্তক। পাবকস্তানত্তক অিশযই এই অপরাত্তধর জনয বনিঃশতব  ক্ষমা 

চাইত্তত হত্তি। 
https://www.ittefaq.com.bd/304641 
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Conference demands Pakistan’s apology for 
1971 Genocide in Bangladesh 
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Participants of a conference in The Hague demanded that the international community recognise the 
1971 Genocide Pakistan committed in Bangladesh. 

The conference also urged the international community to pressurise Pakistan for apologising 
unconditionally to Bangladesh for the crime committed against humanity during the 9-month long liberation 
war in Bangladesh. 

The conference was organised by the Europe-based Bangladeshi diaspora organisation, 
European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) in collaboration with Switzerland Human Rights Commission 
Bangladesh on Tuesday. It was held at the Nieuwspoort, the International Perscentrum in The Hague. 

The Hague conference was a follow-up of the Geneva conference held on the same issue on 30 September at 
the Geneva Press Club in Switzerland, reports the Indian Business Standard. 

A documentary film titled, "War Crimes 1971" was screened at the beginning of the conference. 

The 1971 Pakistani military and their local collaborators committed one of the worst mass atrocities that the 
world witnessed in the 20th century. 

In nine months the Pakistani occupation army killed approximately three million people, violated over two 
hundred thousand girls and women and forced 10 million people to cross the border and take shelter in 
India. 

The number of people killed is the highest in the world in such a short period of time. The 1971 Genocide by 
the Pakistan Army is well documented and reported in the international media and also in the diplomatic 
correspondences during that period. 

Speakers opined that international recognition of any crime against humanity, in this case against 
Bangladesh, is immensely important and absolute necessary to show respect and honour to the three million 
victims and their family members. 
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Recognition of genocide is needed to create a world free from violation of human rights and for the safety of 
the next generation across the whole world. 

Because, they argue, if the world community does not recognise a crime as a crime, the world community 
keeps the door open for that crime to happen in the future and that is exactly what is happening in 
Balochistan, Afghanistan and other parts of the region. 

Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history and we know the 
common phrase, "Justice delayed, justice denied." 

A number of experts with international reputation working on genocide issues from the UK, Hong Kong, 
Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Canada and Bangladesh took part in the discussion. 

Besides, speakers from different ethnic groups including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun also spoke on 
the occasion. 

The speakers included Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands M Riaz Hamidullah, former Canadian 
Ambassador in Kabul Christopher A Alexander, PC, & former Minister of Canada, Prof Dr Nuzhat 
Chowdhury. 

Member of a genocide victim family from Bangladesh, Board Member of International Crimes Strategy 
Forum (ICSF), Belgium,,Dr Ahmed Ziauddin, Communications Director of Swiss Inter-Strategy GroupChris 
Blackburn, and "Friend of Bangladesh" Award Recipient, UK, Baseer Naveed also participated in the event. 

https://www.tbsnews.net/bangladesh/conference-demands-pakistans-apology-1971-genocide-bangladesh-

338068  

 

 

Hague Conference Demands 
Apology from Pakistan for War 
Crime in 1971 
0 2 December, Germany 

https://www.tbsnews.net/bangladesh/conference-demands-pakistans-apology-1971-genocide-bangladesh-338068
https://www.tbsnews.net/bangladesh/conference-demands-pakistans-apology-1971-genocide-bangladesh-338068
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The Hague, December 01 (EBF/OurVoice): The international conference in the Hague, known as the city 

of Justice, demanded of the international community to recognise the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh 

committed by Pakistan soldiers and put pressure on the Pakistan government to offer unconditional 

apology to Bangladeshi people for the crime committed against humanity during the 9-month long 

liberation war in Bangladesh. 

The conference was organized by the Europe-based Bangladeshi diaspora organisation European 

Bangladesh Forum (EBF) in collaboration with Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh on 30 

November at Nieuwspoort, the Internationaal Perscentrum (attached to the Dutch Parliament building) 

in The Hague. It may be mentioned that the Hague conference was the follow-up of the Geneva 

conference held on the same issue on 30 September at the Geneva Press Club in Switzerland. A 

documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 1971’ was screened at the start of the conference. 

In 1971 Pakistan military and their local collaborators committed one of the worst mass atrocities that 

the world witnessed in the 20th century. The Pakistani occupation army in 9 months killed 

approximately 3 million people, violated over two hundred thousand girls and women and forced 10 

million people to cross the border and take shelter in India. This number of people killed by the 

Pakistani Army is the highest in the world in such a short period of time. The 1971 Genocide by the 
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Pakistan Army is well documented and reported in the international media and also in the diplomatic 

correspondences during that period. 

Speakers opined that international recognition of any crime against humanity, in this case here against 

Bangladesh is of immense importance and absolute necessity to show respect and honour to the three 

millions victims and their family members by recognizing the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. 

Recognition of Genocide is essential to create a world free from violation of human rights and for the 

safety of our next generation across the whole world. Because, they argues, if the world community 

don’t recognize a crime as a crime, the world community keep the door open for that crime to happen 

in the future and that is exactly what is happening in Pakistan today in Baluchistan, Afghanistan and 

other parts of the region. Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in 

the history and we know the common phrase, ‘Justice delayed, justice denied’. 

A number of experts with international reputation working on ‘Genocide’ issue from the U.K., Hong 

Kong, Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Canada and Bangladesh took part in the discussion. Besides, 

speakers from different ethnic groups including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun also spoke on the 

occasion. The speakers included Bangladesh Ambassador in the Netherlands M. Riaz Hamidullah, 

Christopher A. Alexander, PC, former Canadian Ambassador in Kabul & former Minister of Canada, Prof 

Dr. Nuzhat Chowdhury, member of a Genocide victim family from Bangladesh, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, 

Board Member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium, Chris Blackburn, Communications 

Director, Swiss InterStrategy Group and ‘Friend of Bangladesh’ Award Recipient, UK, Baseer Naveed, 

Executive Director, International Human Rights Council, Hong Kong (Sindh), Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, 

Editor, Pashtun Times and Researcher, Germany, Dr. Rayhan Rashid, Trustee Board member, 

International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), UK and Bikash Chowdhury Barua, President EBF 

Netherlands. Dr. Mojibur Doftori, writer, senior researcher and HR activist from Finland facilitated two 

separate sessions, while Anar Chowdhury, Board member of EBF gave welcome speech. 

Speaking on the day from Canada via online former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan and former 

Minister of Canada Christopher A. Alexander, PC said `1971 was not just a tragedy for Bangladesh, it led 

the Pakistani army to refocus its efforts away from conventional warfare and towards regular war`. `The 

ISI policy has been ignored for far too long and some have denied it, some have fallen victim to 

disinformation, some have been lobbied to turn a blind eye, but those days are ending.` 
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Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands M Riaz Hamidullah said, the first step is `to understand 

what we are here for`. And because we live in a world of competitive issues, we have to come to the 

point where we say, how much, and how far we can go. He underscored the need for creativity, 

strategization and imagination to build public opinion on 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh. 

Communications Director of Swiss InterStrategy Group and ‘Friend of Bangladesh’ Award Recipient 

Chris Blackburn while addressing the conference said, ‘we can’t rest on our laurels, the issue of 

recognition for the genocide of 1971 is very important. We know that this issue has been fought over 

and sabotaged. Pakistan needs to apologise. As activists we need to keep having meetings like these. 

We need to keep informing people about 1971. We need to consolidate and make new friendships with 

like-minded people like Afghans, Baloch and Hazaras especially.’ 

Professor Dr. Nuzhat Choudhury, a member of the 1971 Genocide victim family in a video message sent 

from Dhaka said, what the Pakistani army did with us in Bangladesh, are now doing the same thing in 

Baluchistan. She added, Pakistan has become the credal of terrorists, they helped the Taliban to 

develop. Pakistan is causing terrorism not in its own country, but it is spreading terrorism across the 

region particularly its Secret service ISI are still causing disruption in Bangladesh in the name of religion 

and their continuing to do so in the west as well. 

http://our-voice-online.com/blog/hague-conference-demands-apology-from-pakistan-for-war-crime-in-1971/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://our-voice-online.com/blog/hague-conference-demands-apology-from-pakistan-for-war-crime-in-1971/
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আন্তর্জাতিক সম্মেলন: ‘৭১-এর র্নয পাতকস্তাম্মনর ক্ষমা চাওয়া উতচি 

প্রকাশঃ Dec 2, 2021 London 

আনসার আহমদ উল্লাহ 

কতিতিউট িং এতি র,সিযিাণী 

লন্ডনঃ হলযাম্মের, তি হহম্মে অনুটিি এক আন্তর্জাতিক সম্মেলম্মন পাতকস্তান কিত জক সিংঘট ি ১৯৭১ সাম্মলর 

িািংলাম্মিম্মশ েণহিযাম্মক আন্তর্জাতিক স্বীকত তি হিওয়ার িাতি র্ানাম্মনা হয়।সম্মেলম্মন িািংলাম্মিম্মশর মুক্তিযুম্মের সময় 

সিংঘট ি অপরাম্মের র্নয পাতকস্তান সরকারম্মক িািংলাম্মিম্মশর কাম্মে ক্ষমা চাইম্মি ও িলা হয়। 

ইউম্মরাপ তিতিক িািংলাম্মিশী প্রিাসী সিংেঠন, ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম (ইতিএ ), সুইর্ারলযাে মানিাতেকার 

কতমশন এর সহম্মযাতেিায় ৩০ নম্মিম্বর হনিারলযােম্মসর িয হহম্মের পাল জাম্মমন্ট িিম্মনর সাম্মে সিংযুি ইন্টারনযাশনাল 

পারম্মসিাম-এ এই সম্মেলম্মনর আম্ময়ার্ন কম্মর। . 

িিারা িম্মলন, মানিাতেকার লঙ্ঘনমুি তিশ্ব েড়ম্মি এিিং আমাম্মির পরিিী প্রর্ম্মের তনরাপিার র্নয িািংলাম্মিম্মশর 

েণহিযার আন্তর্জাতিক স্বীকত তি অপতরহায জ। কারণ িাম্মির যুক্তি তেল, িায়মুক্তি অিযাহি োকম্মল িতিষ্যম্মি অপরাে 

সিংঘট ি হম্মি। পাতকস্তান, হিলুতচস্তান, আ োতনস্তান এিিং এই অঞ্চম্মলর অনযানয অিংম্মশ হস াই ঘ ম্মে। িুিজােযিশি, 

িািংলাম্মিশ েণহিযা আর্ ইতিহাম্মসর একট  তিস্মতি অেযাম্ময় পতরণি হম্ময়ম্মে। 

https://shottobani.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/EBF-speakers-photo.jpg2_.jpg
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যুিরার্য, হিংকিং, হনিারলযােস, হিলক্তর্য়াম, ত নলযাে, কানািা এিিং িািংলাম্মিম্মশর হেম্মক আন্তর্জাতিক েণহিযা 

তিম্মশষ্জ্ঞ আম্মলাচনায় অিংশ হনন। এোড়াও অনিুাম্মন আ োন, তসনু্ধ, হিলুচ, পশিুনসহ তিতিন্ন র্াতিম্মোিীর িিারা 

িিিয রাম্মেন। িিাম্মির মম্মেয তেম্মলন হনিারলযাম্মে তনযিু িািংলাম্মিম্মশর রাষ্ট্রিিূ এম. তরয়ার্ হাতমিুল্লাহ, ক্তিম্মটা ার 

এ. আম্মলকর্াোর তপতস, কািুম্মল তনযুি কানািার সাম্মিক রাষ্ট্রিিূ ও কানািার সাম্মিক মন্ত্রী, িািংলাম্মিশ েণহিযার 

শহীি পতরিাম্মরর সিসয িক্টর নুর্হাি হচৌেরুী, ি. আহম্মমি ক্তর্য়াউক্তিন, আই তস ই এ , হিলক্তর্য়াম, ক্তিস ব্ল্যাকিান জ, 

সুইস ইন্টারস্ট্র্যাম্ম ক্তর্ গ্রুপ, ইউম্মক, িতসর নাতিি, আন্তর্জাতিক মানিাতেকার কাউক্তিল, হিংকিং (তসন্ধ), আওরঙ্গম্মর্ি 

োন র্ালম্মম, সম্পািক, পশিুন  াইমস ও েম্মিষ্ক, র্াম জাতন, ি. রায়হান রতশি, আই তস ই এ , যুিরার্য এিিং তিকাশ 

হচৌেুরী িডু়য়া, সিাপতি, ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম, হনিারলযােস ।ত নলযাম্মের হলেক ও েম্মিষ্ক ি. মক্তর্িুর 

ি ম্মিাতর িটু  পতেক হসশন পতরচালনা কম্মরন এিিং েনযিাি জ্ঞাপন কম্মরন ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম্মমর হিািজ 

সিসয আনার হচৌেুরী এিিং সুইর্ারলযাে মানিাতেকার কতমশন িািংলাম্মিম্মশর পতরচালক েতললুর রহমান। 

 

, New York 03 Dec 2021 

আন্তর্জাতিক সম্মেলন : ৭১এর র্নয 
পাতকস্তাম্মনর ক্ষমা চাওয়া উতচি 
 by হক কথা 
  

 তিম্মসম্বর ৩, ২০২১ 
  

 
 

https://hakkatha.com/author/news-hakkatha/
https://hakkatha.com/%e0%a6%aa%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%b0%e0%a6%ac%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%b8/%e0%a6%86%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%b0%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%95-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%ae%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%ae%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%b2%e0%a6%a8-%e0%a7%ad%e0%a7%a7%e0%a6%8f/
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আনসার আহম্মমদ উল্লাহ : ‘তসট  অ  র্াতটস’ তহসাম্মি পতরতচি হলযাম্মের তি হহম্মে অনুটিি এক আন্তর্জাতিক 

সম্মেলম্মন পাতকস্তান কিত জক সিংঘট ি ১৯৭১ সাম্মলর িািংলাম্মিম্মশ েণহিযাম্মক আন্তর্জাতিক স্বীকত তি হিওয়ার িাতি 

র্ানাম্মনা হয়। সম্মেলম্মন িািংলাম্মিম্মশর মুক্তিযুম্মের সময় সিংঘট ি অপরাম্মের র্নয পাতকস্তান সরকারম্মক 

িািংলাম্মিম্মশর কাম্মে ক্ষমা চাইম্মি ও িলা হয়। 

ইউম্মরাপ তিতিক িািংলাম্মিশী প্রিাসী সিংেঠন, ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম (ইতিএ ), সুইর্ারলযাে 

মানিাতেকার কতমশন এর সহম্মযাতেিায় ৩০ নম্মিম্বর হনিারলযােম্মসর িয হহম্মের পাল জাম্মমন্ট িিম্মনর ইন্টারনযাশনাল 

পারম্মসিাম তমতিয়া হসন্টাম্মর এই সম্মেলম্মনর আম্ময়ার্ন কম্মর। 

আন্তর্জাতিক সম্মেলম্মন িিারা ১৯৭১ সাম্মল পাতকস্তান হসনািাতহনী কিত জক িািংলাম্মিম্মশ হয েণহিযা চাতলম্ময়তেল িার 

আন্তর্জাতিক স্বীকত তি িাতি কম্মর িম্মলন, িািংলাম্মিশ সহ মানিিাতিম্মরােী হয হকাম্মনা অপরাম্মের আন্তর্জাতিক স্বীকত তি 

অিযন্ত গুরুত্বপূণ জ এিিং একািম্মরর েণহিযাম্মক স্বীকত তি তিম্ময় ক্তিশ লাে তনহি ও িাম্মির পতরিাম্মরর সিসযম্মির প্রতি 

সোন প্রিশ জন করা অিযন্ত র্রুরী। িারা িম্মলন, মানিাতেকার লঙ্ঘন হেম্মক মুি-তিশ্ব েঠন এিিং সমগ্র তিম্মশ্ব 

আমাম্মির পরিিী প্রর্ম্মের তনরাপিার র্নয েণহিযার স্বীকত তি অপতরহায জ। তিশ্ব সম্প্রিায় যতি হকাম্মনা অপরােম্মক 

অপরাে তহম্মসম্মি স্বীকত তি না হিয়, িাহম্মল তিশ্ব সম্প্রিায় িতিষ্যম্মি হসই অপরাে আম্মরা ঘ ার র্নয িরর্া উেুি 

কম্মর হিম্মি। একািম্মর পাতকস্তান হানািার িাতহনীর হকান তিচার হয়তন িম্মল আর্ পাতকস্তাম্মন েণহিযা ঘ ম্মে, ঘ ম্মে 

হিলুতচস্তান, আ োতনস্তান এিিং অনযানয অঞ্চম্মল। িারা িম্মলন, ৫০ িের আম্মে সিংঘট ি ‘িািংলাম্মিশ েণহিযা’ আর্ 

ইতিহাম্মসর একট  তিস্মতি অেযাম্ময় পতরণি হম্ময়ম্মে এিিং আমরা প্রচতলি িাকযট  র্াতন, ‘র্াতটর্ তিম্মলইি, র্াতটস 

তিনাইি’। িিারা িািংলাম্মিম্মশ ১৯৭১ সাম্মলর েণহিযাম্মক স্বীকত তি তিম্মি এিিং অপরাম্মের র্নয িািংলাম্মিম্মশর কাম্মে 

তনঃশিজ ক্ষমা চাওয়ার র্নয পাতকস্তান সরকারম্মক চাপ হিওয়ার র্নয আন্তর্জাতিক সম্প্রিাম্ময়র কাম্মে িাতি র্ানান। 

সম্মেলম্মন যুিরার্য, হিংকিং, হনিারলযােস, হিলক্তর্য়াম, ত নলযাে, কানািা এিিং িািংলাম্মিম্মশর হেম্মক আন্তর্জাতিক 

েণহিযা তিম্মশষ্জ্ঞ আম্মলাচনায় অিংশ হনন। এোড়াও অনুিাম্মন আ োন, তসনু্ধ, হিলুচ, পশিুনসহ তিতিন্ন 

র্াতিম্মোিীর িিারা িিিয রাম্মেন। িিাম্মির মম্মেয তেম্মলন হনিারলযাম্মে তনযুি িািংলাম্মিম্মশর রাষ্ট্রিিূ এম. তরয়ার্ 

হাতমিলু্লাহ, ক্তিম্মটা ার এ. আম্মলকর্াোর তপতস, কািুম্মল তনযুি কানািার সাম্মিক রাষ্ট্রিিূ ও কানািার সাম্মিক মন্ত্রী, 

িািংলাম্মিশ েণহিযার শহীি পতরিাম্মরর সিসয িক্টর নুর্হাি হচৌেুরী, ি. আহম্মমি ক্তর্য়াউক্তিন, আই তস ই এ , 

হিলক্তর্য়াম, ক্তিস ব্ল্যাকিান জ, সুইস ইন্টারস্ট্র্যাম্ম ক্তর্ গ্রুপ, ইউম্মক, িতসর নাতিি, আন্তর্জাতিক মানিাতেকার কাউক্তিল, 

হিংকিং (তসন্ধ), আওরঙ্গম্মর্ি োন র্ালম্মম, সম্পািক, পশিুন  াইমস ও েম্মিষ্ক, র্াম জাতন, ি. রায়হান রতশি, আই তস 

ই এ , যুিরার্য এিিং তিকাশ হচৌেুরী িডু়য়া, সিাপতি, ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম, হনিারলযােস । 

ত নলযাম্মের হলেক ও েম্মিষ্ক ি. মক্তর্িুর ি ম্মিাতর িুট  পতেক হসশন পতরচালনা কম্মরন এিিং ইতিএম্ম র হিািজ 

সিসয তমম্মসস আনার হচৌেুরী শুম্মিচ্ছা িিিয প্রিান কম্মরন। 

https://hakkatha.com/প্রিাস/আন্তর্জাতিক-সম্মেলন-৭১এ/  
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আন্তর্জাতিক সম্মেলন: ‘৭১-এর র্নয পাতকস্তাম্মনর ক্ষমা চাওয়া 

উতচি 
• by Rangpur Office 

 ২ তিম্মসম্বর, ২০২১  1 hour ago 

  

আনসার আহম্মমদ উল্লাহ 

হলযাম্মের, তি হহম্মে অনুটিি এক আন্তর্জাতিক সম্মেলম্মন পাতকস্তান কিত জক সিংঘট ি ১৯৭১ সাম্মলর িািংলাম্মিম্মশ 

েণহিযাম্মক আন্তর্জাতিক স্বীকত তি হিওয়ার িাতি র্ানাম্মনা হয়। সম্মেলম্মন িািংলাম্মিম্মশর মুক্তিযুম্মের সময় সিংঘট ি 

অপরাম্মের র্নয পাতকস্তান সরকারম্মক িািংলাম্মিম্মশর কাম্মে ক্ষমা চাইম্মি ও  িলা হয়। 

https://www.gbnews24.com.bd/repoter/gbnews24-1
https://www.gbnews24.com.bd/
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ইউম্মরাপ তিতিক িািংলাম্মিশী প্রিাসী সিংেঠন, ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম (ইতিএ ), সুইর্ারলযাে 

মানিাতেকার কতমশন এর সহম্মযাতেিায় ৩০ নম্মিম্বর হনিারলযােম্মসর িয হহম্মের পাল জাম্মমন্ট িিম্মনর সাম্মে সিংযুি 

ইন্টারনযাশনাল পারম্মসিাম-এ এই সম্মেলম্মনর আম্ময়ার্ন কম্মর। . 

িিারা িম্মলন, মানিাতেকার লঙ্ঘনমুি তিশ্ব েড়ম্মি এিিং আমাম্মির পরিিী প্রর্ম্মের তনরাপিার র্নয িািংলাম্মিম্মশর 

েণহিযার আন্তর্জাতিক স্বীকত তি অপতরহায জ। কারণ িাম্মির যুক্তি তেল, িায়মুক্তি অিযাহি োকম্মল িতিষ্যম্মি অপরাে 

সিংঘট ি হম্মি। পাতকস্তান, হিলতুচস্তান, আ োতনস্তান এিিং এই অঞ্চম্মলর অনযানয অিংম্মশ হস াই ঘ ম্মে। 

িুিজােযিশি, িািংলাম্মিশ েণহিযা আর্ ইতিহাম্মসর একট  তিস্মতি অেযাম্ময় পতরণি হম্ময়ম্মে। 

যুিরার্য, হিংকিং, হনিারলযােস, হিলক্তর্য়াম, ত নলযাে, কানািা এিিং িািংলাম্মিম্মশর হেম্মক আন্তর্জাতিক েণহিযা 

তিম্মশষ্জ্ঞ আম্মলাচনায় অিংশ হনন। এোড়াও অনিুাম্মন আ োন, তসনু্ধ, হিলুচ, পশিুনসহ তিতিন্ন র্াতিম্মোিীর 

িিারা িিিয রাম্মেন। িিাম্মির মম্মেয তেম্মলন হনিারলযাম্মে তনযুি িািংলাম্মিম্মশর রাষ্ট্রিিূ এম. তরয়ার্ হাতমিুল্লাহ, 

ক্তিম্মটা ার এ. আম্মলকর্াোর তপতস, কািুম্মল তনযুি কানািার সাম্মিক রাষ্ট্রিিূ ও কানািার সাম্মিক মন্ত্রী, িািংলাম্মিশ 

েণহিযার শহীি পতরিাম্মরর সিসয িক্টর নুর্হাি হচৌেুরী, ি. আহম্মমি ক্তর্য়াউক্তিন, আই তস ই এ , হিলক্তর্য়াম, 

ক্তিস ব্ল্যাকিান জ, সুইস ইন্টারস্ট্র্যাম্ম ক্তর্ গ্রুপ, ইউম্মক, িতসর নাতিি, আন্তর্জাতিক মানিাতেকার কাউক্তিল, হিংকিং 

(তসন্ধ), আওরঙ্গম্মর্ি োন র্ালম্মম, সম্পািক, পশিুন  াইমস ও েম্মিষ্ক, র্াম জাতন, ি. রায়হান রতশি, আই তস ই এ , 

যুিরার্য এিিং তিকাশ হচৌেুরী িডু়য়া, সিাপতি, ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম, হনিারলযােস । 

 ত নলযাম্মের হলেক ও েম্মিষ্ক ি. মক্তর্িরু ি ম্মিাতর িটু  পতেক হসশন পতরচালনা কম্মরন এিিং েনযিাি জ্ঞাপন 

কম্মরন ইউম্মরাতপয়ান িািংলাম্মিশ হ ারাম্মমর  হিািজ সিসয আনার হচৌেুরী এিিং সুইর্ারলযাে মানিাতেকার কতমশন 

িািংলাম্মিম্মশর পতরচালক েতললুর রহমান। 

 

https://www.gbnews24.com.bd/news/11612 
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Last Updated: 2nd December, 2021 11:24 IST 

'Recognise crime against humanity': Hague 

Conference Calls For Pakistan's 

'unconditional Apology' Over 1971 B'desh 

Genocide 

The international conference in The Hague has demanded an unconditional apology from 
Pakistan to the Bangladeshi community over the 1971 genocide. 
Written By 
Aanchal Nigam 

 

 
(IMAGE: ANI/AP) 

 

The international conference in The Hague has demanded an unconditional apology from 

Pakistan to the Bangladeshi community over the 1971 genocide which was committed by 

https://www.republicworld.com/author/aanchal-nigam
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Pakistani soldiers. The conference in The Hague, also known as the city of justice, urged the 

global community to not only recognise the atrocities that took place 50 years ago but also to 

pressurise Islamabad to offer an apology to Bangladeshis. 

During the nine-month-long liberation war in Bangladesh, crimes against humanity were 

committed by Pakistani soldiers. In the conference organised by the Europe-based 

Bangladeshi diaspora organisation, European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) in collaboration with 

Switzerland Human Rights Commission Bangladesh on Tuesday at the Nieuwspoort, the 

international Perscentrum (attached to parliament building) in The Hague. 

It is also pertinent to note that The Hague conference was the follow-up of the Geneva 

conference held on the same issue on September 30 at the Geneva Press Club in Switzerland. 

A documentary titled ‘War Crimes 1971’ was screened at the start of the conference. It shall 

be recalled that in 1971, the Pakistani military and their local collaborators committed one of 

the worst mass atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century.  

READ | Bangladesh High Commissioner praises India's crucial role in 1971 Liberation War 

Millions of people from Bangladesh suffered atrocities 

In those months, the Pakistani occupation army killed around 3 million people and violated 

rights of over two hundred thousand girls and women. The atrocities also forced around 10 

million people to flee the country and take shelter in India. It is also pertinent to note that 

the number of people killed by the Pakistani army is the highest in such a short period of 

time. Even 50 years ago, the 1971 genocide by the Pakistan Army was reported in the 

international media and was discussed in diplomatic engagements at the time.  

READ | PM Modi to commemorate 1971 war victory liberating Bangladesh at India Gate from Dec 12 

In the recent conference in The Hague, the speakers said that the international recognition 

of any crime against humanity is essential. They opined that it is necessary to show respect 

and honour to the three million victims and their family members by recognising the 1971 

genocide in Bangladesh. The speakers also argued that if the world community does not 

recognise a crime as a crime, it is instead opening the doors for the atrocities to happen 

again which is happening in Balochistan, Afghanistan and other parts of the region.  

A number of experts with a global reputation of working on the genocide from the UK, Hong 

Kong, Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Canada among other nations took part in the 

discussion. Former envoys and members of the Genocide victim family also participated. 

Speaking through a video call from Canada, former Canadian Ambassador in Afghanistan & 

former Minister of Canada Christopher A. Alexander, PC said, “1971 was not just a tragedy for 

https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/bangladesh-high-commissioner-praises-indias-crucial-role-in-1971-liberation-war.html
https://www.republicworld.com/india-news/general-news/pm-modi-to-commemorate-1971-war-victory-liberating-bdesh-at-india-gate-from-dec-12-to-16.html
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Bangladesh, it led the Pakistani Army to refocus its efforts away from conventional warfare 

and towards regular war". 

READ | 1971 war veterans LT Gen Kuldip Brar & Brig BK Ponwar reunite; recalls 'Jangi Paltan' days 

He added, "The ISI policy has been ignored for far too long and some have denied it, some 

have fallen victim to disinformation, some have been lobbied to turn a blind eye, but those 

days are ending." Additionally, Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands M Riaz 

Hamidullah said, “The first step is to understand what we are here for and because we live in 

a world of competitive issues we have to come to the point where we say, how much, and 

how far we can go.” 

(IMAGE: ANI/AP) 

https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/europe/hague-conference-calls-for-pakistans-unconditional-

apology-over-1971-bdesh-genocide.html  
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European Bangladesh Forum (www.ebforum.eu), a platform of 
Bangladeshi European will organize an international conference on 
Tuesday 30 November 2021 at Nieuwspoort, the Internationaal 
Perscentrum in Den Haag (attached to Parliament building) from 12:00 to 
17:00 hours. 
 

This is a follow-up of the Geneva conference held on the same subject on 30 September 2021 at the Geneva 
Press Club in Switzerland. 

A number of experts with international reputation working on ‘Genocide’ issue from U.K.  Hong Kong, 
Netherlands, Belgium, Finland and Bangladesh will take part in the discussion. Besides, speakers from 
different ethnic groups including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun will speak on the occasion. Bangladesh 
ambassador in the Netherlands Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah will also address the conference. Other speakers 
include: Ms. Dr. Nuzhat Chowdhury, member of a Genocide victim family from Bangladesh, Dr. Ahmed 
Ziauddin, Board Member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium, Ms. Mariam Solaimankhil, 
Former MP & former Advisor on International Relations at the Office of the Afghan President, Mr Chris 
Blackburn, Communications Director, Swiss InterStrategy Group & ‘Friend of Bangladesh’ Award Recipient, 
UK, Mr. Baseer Naveed, Executive Director, International Human Rights Council, Hong Kong (Sindh), Dr. 
Niloufar Rahim, President, KEIHAN Foundation (Afghans), Netherlands, Mr. Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, Editor, 
Pashtun Times & Researcher, Germany and Dr. Rayhan Rashid, Truste Board member, International Crimes 
Strategy Forum (ICSF), UK. Dr. Mojibur Doftori, writer, senior researcher & HR activist from Finland will 
facilitate the two sessions of the conference. The conference will start with the screening of a 10-minute 
documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 1971’.  

It may be mentioned that the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by the Pakistan military and their 
local Bengali & non-Bengali collaborators is one of the worst mass atrocities that the world witnessed in the 
20th century. The Pakistan occupation army in 9 months killed approximately 3 million people, violated over 
two hundred thousand girls & women and forced 10 million people to take shelter in India. This number of 
people killed by the Pakistani Army is the highest in such a short period, as the Second World War cost lives 
of 60 million people, but that War lasted for 6 years and spread over three continents. 

Unfortunately, the Bangladesh Genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history. Pakistan has 
not yet acknowledged the crime or offered a formal apology to Bangladesh despite the world-wide demand 
by the people of Bangladesh and other nationals including Baloch, Sindh, Pashtun, Afghan who suffered 
similar atrocities by Pakistan. 

Please confirm your participation by sending a mail to info@ebforum.eu before 23 November 2021. 
Please make sure that you have the CORONA QR Code in your mobile phone or proof of double 
vaccinations or a Negative Test Report, which is a must to enter into the building. 

https://www.nieuwspoort.nl/events/conference-international-recognition-of-1971-genocide-in-bangladesh/ 

 

 

http://www.ebforum.eu/
https://www.nieuwspoort.nl/events/conference-international-recognition-of-1971-genocide-in-bangladesh/info@ebforum.eu
https://www.nieuwspoort.nl/events/conference-international-recognition-of-1971-genocide-in-bangladesh/
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Persbericht versturen 

Conference ‘International Recognition of 1971 

Bangladesh Genocide’ at Nieuwspoort 30-11-21 

 22-11-2021 14:12 | 56 minuten geleden 
 
Dit is een origineel bericht van 
Stichting European Bangladesh Forum 
The Hague: European Bangladesh Forum ( www.ebforum.eu ), a platform of Bangladeshi 
European will organize an international conference on Tuesday 30 November 2021 at 
Nieuwspoort, the Internationaal Perscentrum in Den Haag (attached to Parliament building) 
from 12:00 to 17:00 hours. This is a follow-up of the Geneva conference held on the same 
subject on 30 September 2021 at the Geneva Press Club in Switzerland. 

 

A number of experts with international reputation working on ‘Genocide’ issue from U.K. Hong Kong, 
Netherlands, Belgium, Finland and Bangladesh will take part in the discussion. Besides, speakers from 
different ethnic groups including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and Pashtun will speak on the occasion. 
Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands Mr. M. Riaz Hamidullah will also address the conference. 
Other speakers include: Ms. Dr. Nuzhat Chowdhury, member of a Genocide victim family from 
Bangladesh, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, Board Member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium, 
Ms. Mariam Solaimankhil, Former MP & former Advisor on International Relations at the Office of the 
Afghan President, Mr Chris Blackburn, Communications Director, Swiss InterStrategy Group & 'Friend of 
Bangladesh' Award Recipient, UK, Mr. Baseer Naveed, Executive Director, International Human Rights 
Council, Hong Kong (Sindh), Dr. Niloufar Rahim, President, KEIHAN Foundation (Afghans), Netherlands, 
Mr. Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, Editor, Pashtun Times & Researcher, Germany and Dr. Rayhan Rashid, 
Truste Board member, International Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), UK. Dr. Mojibur Doftori, writer, 
senior researcher & HR activist from Finland will facilitate the two sessions of the conference. 

The conference will start with the screening of a 10-minute documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 1971’. 

https://www.perssupport.nl/persbericht-versturen
https://www.ebforum.eu/
https://www.perssupport.nl/
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It may be mentioned that the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by the Pakistan military and their 
local Bengali & non-Bengali collaborators is one of the worst mass atrocities that the world witnessed in 
the 20th century. The Pakistan occupation army in 9 months killed approximately 3 million people, 
violated over two hundred thousand girls & women and forced 10 million people to take shelter in India. 
This number of people killed by the Pakistani Army is the highest in such a short period, as the Second 
World War cost lives of 60 million people, but that War lasted for 6 years and spread over three 
continents. 

Unfortunately, the Bangladesh Genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history. Pakistan 
has not yet acknowledged the crime or offered a formal apology to Bangladesh despite the world-wide 
demand by the people of Bangladesh and other nationals including Baloch, Sindh, Pashtun, Afghan who 
suffered similar atrocities by Pakistan. 

Please confirm your participation by sending a mail to info@ebforum.eu before 23 November 2021. 

Please make sure that you have the CORONA QR Code in your mobile phone or proof of double 
vaccinations or a Negative Test Report, which is a must to enter into the building. 

 

https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/a0e89136-1278-44aa-aa99-
66ab0f1431ac/title/conference-international-recognition-of-1971-bangladesh-genocide-at-
nieuwspoort-30-11-21 
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Ansar Ahmed Ullah: The European Bangladesh Forum, a platform of Bangladeshi European, is 

organising an international conference on Tuesday 30 November 2021 at Nieuwspoort, the 

Internationaal Perscentrum in Den 

Haag, attached to the Parliament 

building. This is a follow-up of the 

Geneva conference held on the same 

subject on 30 September 2021 at the 

Geneva Press Club in Switzerland. 

A number of experts with international 

reputations working on genocide issues 

from the UK, Hong Kong, Netherlands, 

Belgium, Finland and Bangladesh will 

participate in the discussion. Besides, 

speakers from different ethnic groups, 

including Afghan, Sindh, Baloch and 

Pashtun, will speak on the occasion. Bangladesh Ambassador in the Netherlands M Riaz 

Hamidullah will also address the conference. Other speakers include Dr Nuzhat Chowdhury, 

member of a martyred family from Bangladesh, Dr Ahmed Ziauddin, Board Member, International 

Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), Belgium, Mariam Solaimankhil, former MP & former Advisor on 

International Relations at the Office of the Afghan President, Chris Blackburn, Communications 

Director, Swiss InterStrategy Group & ‘Friend of Bangladesh’ Award Recipient, UK, Baseer Naveed, 

Executive Director, International Human Rights Council, Hong Kong (Sindh), Dr Niloufar Rahim, 

President, KEIHAN Foundation (Afghans), Netherlands, Aurang Zeb Khan Zalmay, Editor, Pashtun 

Times & Researcher, Germany and Dr Rayhan Rashid, Trustee Board member, International 

Crimes Strategy Forum (ICSF), UK. Dr Mojibur Doftori, writer, senior researcher & human rights 

activist from Finland, will facilitate the sessions of the conference. 

The conference will start with the screening of a 10-minute documentary film titled, ‘War Crimes 

1971’. It may be mentioned that the 1971 Bangladesh genocide committed by the Pakistan military 

is one of the worst mass atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century. The Pakistan 

occupation army in nine months killed approximately 3 million people, violated over two hundred 

thousand girls & women and forced 10 million people to take shelter in India. 

Unfortunately, the Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in history. 

Pakistan has not yet acknowledged the crimes or offered a formal apology despite world-wide 

demand by the people of Bangladesh and other nationals, including Baloch, Sindh, Pashtun, 

Afghans who suffered similar atrocities by Pakistan. 

https://greatbengaltoday.com/international-conference-to-recognise-71-genocide-at-nieuwspoort-

den-haag/ 
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LINKS OF VIDEOS, TV NEWS AND NEWSPAPERS 

 

1. Jamuna TV Channel from Dhaka (https://fb.watch/9Gcs4CpG24/) 

2. ION TV from London (https://www.facebook.com/100000457029091/posts/6895911203767379/?d=n) 

3. Euro Bangla TV from France (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBQrHmwfEpM) 

4. MK TV from New York (https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=_6wu7nLXMjI) 

5. Bangla Channel from UK    (https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=635030640850695) 

 

NEWSPAPERS LINKS:  

1. The Daily Star, Dhaka https://www.thedailystar.net/news/bangladesh/news/1971-genocide-hague-

conference-demands-unconditional-apology-pakistan-2907236  

2. Prothom Alo English https://en.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/bangladesh-in-world-media/the-hague-

conference-demands-unconditional-apology-from-pakistan-for-1971-war-crimes-in-bangladesh  

3. The Daily Ittefaq, Dhaka https://www.ittefaq.com.bd/304641 
4. ANP Press, Netherlands https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/3c56554e-6851-44f8-8a9f-

903a376e3548/title/the-hague-conference-on-genocide-demands-apology-from-pakistan-for-
crime-in-1971 

5. Nieuwspoort Website, Netherlands https://www.nieuwspoort.nl/events/conference-international-
recognition-of-1971-genocide-in-bangladesh/ 

6. Our Voice, Germany http://our-voice-online.com/blog/hague-conference-demands-apology-from-

pakistan-for-war-crime-in-1971/ 

7. ANI/AP-Republicworld.comhttps://www.republicworld.com/world-news/europe/hague-

conference-calls-for-pakistans-unconditional-apology-over-1971-bdesh-genocide.html 

8. British Bangla News, London Dec 3, 2021 http://britishbanglanews.com/?p=2449 

9. The Business Standard https://www.tbsnews.net/bangladesh/conference-demands-pakistans-apology-

1971-genocide-bangladesh-338068  

10. The HAKHKATHA, New York https://hakkatha.com/প্রিাস/আন্তর্জাতিক-সম্মেলন-৭১এ/  

11. GB NEWS24.COM, London https://www.gbnews24.com.bd/news/11612 

12. Republicworld.Com https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/europe/hague-conference-calls-for-

pakistans-unconditional-apology-over-1971-bdesh-genocide.html  

13. The Great Bengal https://greatbengaltoday.com/international-conference-to-recognise-71-
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